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Farmers Sue, Ask USDA To Permit State Loose Leaf Burley Sales
LEXINpTON, Ky. (AP) - Three
Kentucky fariner! have filed suit in an
effort te force the. U.S. Agricultuee
Department to permit the sale of loose-
-1/.AL tlerIVY ti9bit.P? _ - _—
Agriculture Secretary BOIS Bergland
has ruled that the 1877-78 burley crop
won't be eligible for federal price
supports unless it es sold ie„ the.
Tra-diff-onal harei-tied form.
The atIK. filed Tuesday-in. U.S.
District Court in Lexington, contends= .
that farmers could save about 10 cents
a. pound under .the loose-leaf Method
Thie would amount, according to the
'suit, to a $64 million savings in the
It contends further that handtied
packages are tumeccessary and Met
Bergland is exceeding his authority by
insisting Illet.lairle.Y...be hand-tied to be
eligible for inspection and grading.
Under a 1955 law the suit say,
tobacco has to be inspected and cer-
ttfied before it can be sold at auction at burley in compressed bales or burlap
the regular burley market. Itadds that sheets.
major tobacco companies won't buY The merits of loose-leaf sales ens
ungraded burley. stirred considerable debate in Ken-
. &witty -is Kentuchaes-blaesst-esak -  „tucky 
crop, producing about $500- Million in Researchers at the University of
revenue for the state's 2000111 lebsoco Kentucky say that the looseleaf form
farmers. The 1977-78 burley market would savelarmers 4-5 cents a pound in
OPenS Mondax- _La.bo_r .0043 .WilhOitt. Wing *AY. otlisr
In recent seasons, the Kentucky adverse effect on the industry.
Farm Bureau ban sponilered _ P14. Mae_  warehOuseMen end in-wale experiments in selling latesegaif dustry officials have said loose4eaf
*ales might harm the quality of the
burley.
•
Bergland has expressed concern
about -theramalhle lased jabs from.the._
labor-saving loose-leaf method.
The suit was filed by J.W. Barton Jr.
of Fayette CoWaly, Unita Theineaon of.
Bourbon County and John Walcup of
Marion County. The plaintiffs are
backed by the Burley Producers
Marketing Cooperative, which consists', - - -
of about 100 Kentucky farmers.
It wee...filed on behalf of
situated" burley producers in Ken-,
backedWastVireiaia, Virnia,.
Tennessee, North Carolina, Ohio and
Missouri.
U.S. District Judge Eugene Suer'
seheduled a hearing On the suit for Nov. " - •
29 in U.S: District Court in Covington,
Ky.
Rains, More Than Blackbirds Hurt Calloway County Corn Harvest
A decrease in Calloway County's corn
•- harvest-ean be blanted-inereon harvest- --
season rains than on blackbirds.
While a four percent decrease, in the-
overall state grain harvest is blamed
equally on rains and hungry blackbirds.
''W e-didn't have much of a problem
here with blackbirds," Calloway
County Extension Agent Ted Howard
said. "It was probably the . rains
--because-wee-bad-sorne -downed corn-
here. But, there was no Infestation of 
-blacibirds7
Estimates. of the state's corn crop by
the U. S. Department of _Agriculture
were reported as 127.4 million bushels
last week, down four percent from last
month's estimate and eight percent
theurray Ledger
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.. below the record 1976 harvest. soybeans yet to harvest.
---ealtartfennty- fanners- last-year......A ffentackredrircruploss was partly
averaged 106 bushels per acre cone attributed to rains that caused some of
parW" Ta-ler.-Tlitrerager-hrthe-Ilicarretrefati thwrrin-the fields, said
Howard Said. County farmers this year •Larry Snipes of the Kentucky Crop and
are expected to average about 90 Livestock Reporting, Service. He said
bushels per acre. bird damage also was a factor.
Howard also reported county farmers, ._ _State Agriculture Department of-
have about five to six, percent of ficials have said that about' 30 million
starlings, grackles and other black-
- bird, Agee invaded the state this year.
In additton to being a possible health
-haaarie- the_ bird& are inostrieto feed m-
e the state's corn trop.
In addition to a shorter crop, Thur-
sday's report also said the national corn
estimate was going up, which was bad
news in terms of the prices farmers can
•
expect to receive.
The-national corn estimate went up 1
percent to 6.36 billion bushels, making
t_it_about...2. percent. larger than lass,
year's record crop.
But recent reports indicate that the
Soviet Union will buy more U. S. grain •
than had been expected, which could
Rash the prices up.
limes
Volume 98 No. 272
- BOY SCOUT-AWARDS-Bill Keppenta, right, 1977 chairman of the Bey Scout...fund Drive,-presented special awar-
, cis Tuesday at a "dutch treat" luncheon at Pagliai's. Pictured, left to right, are Charles Clark, district executive, Four
.4" Rivers Soy Scold TOlincil, •Fil Shinners, key worker, 'Gary Haverstotk, key worker Howard Keller, key worker, Bole
Hopkins, key worker, the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, key worker, Dr. J. M. Byrn, key worker and major contributor, Jo
Burkeen, accepting for Murray Ledger & Times, major contributor, Max B. Hurt, key worker and major contributor,
Ed Cbrisman, key worker and major contributor, and Kopperud, major contributor. Leadership membership awards
for $250 to S500 contributions go to Bank of Murray and Hutson Chemical Co., Inc. Other major contributor awards
go- 'to Jim Adarris Sfores: Murray Automobile Dealers; inc., Associaton, fisher Price-foysebr. laMes:14rt, Dr
Kopeerud,Wildy Lions Club, Pagliai's Pizza, Forrest Priddy, Ryan Milk Company, Tappan Company, Dr. Constantine
Curns, Tappan Company Civic Fund, and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Humphreys. Other key workers include Allen Moffitt
Bill Whittaker, Van Haverstock, Renee Wynn, Butch Humphreys, Keith Hays, Dave Dickson, Chuck Wynn, Bill Boyd
Joe Dick, Forrest Priddy, Groover Parker, John Wise, Buel Stalls, Jr., M. C. Ellis, and Darold Keller. Also present was




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A state
advisory panel recommended Tuesday
that appropriations to the animal
diagnostic laboratories in Lexington
and Hopkinsville be specified in the
budgets for the University of Kentucky
and Murray State University.
The action was taken at the first
-meeting of the Animal Diagnostic
Laboratory Transition Advisory
Committee, created Nov. 4 by
executive order of Gov. Julian Carroll.
The committee is studying methods
to ease the transfer of the two
diagnostic labs from the jurisdiction of
the State Department of Agriculture to
the universities. The Hopkinsville lab
was assigned to Murray while the
Lexington facility is under UK.
The transfer was ordered by ,..Carroll
Oct. 25 in a move designed t improve





A clinic for the flu vaccination will be
held at the Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray, on Friday, November
18, from 1:00 to 4:00p.m.
This clinic will be for persons who
are 65 years of age or older or other
' persons with a history of chronic
diseases, a Health Center spokesman
said: t •
• Persons are urged to take advantage
of this clinic-and may come by any time
during_the afternoon hours on Friday,.
the sookesman-said.' . "
Canal Negotiators
To Appear At MSU
Two federal government represen-
tatives who have been directly involved
in Panama Canal Treaty negotiatioes
will be on the campus of Murray State
University Monday evening, Nov. 21, to
discuss the agreement and its
ratification.
• To appear in an open meeting at 7:30
p.m. in the auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing &Wiling) will be:
-Ambler Moss, who was a member
of the negotiating team and a special
assistant to co-negotiator Sol M.
Linowitz. He assumed new duties as
•
assistant secretary of. state for
congressional relations Nov. 1.
Lawrence- Jackley, country
director of Panama in the Pentagon
and a special assistant for the
negotiations. He is also a special
assistant to the assistant secretary of
defense for international security af-
fairs in the American Region.
Dr. Frank Umar, chairman of the
sponsoring Department of Political
Science, said the public is invited and
encouraged to attend the meeting to get
information about the treaty.
Sadat Going To Israel;
Peace Not On Agenda
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - President
Anwar Sadat is going to Israel to try to
remove the roadblocks to a new Geneva__
conference, not to make a separate
peace .with Israel, authoritative
Egyptian sources report.
Sadat "is not going to Israel to have a
separate settlement., That is not in the
cards," said the Egyptian ambassador
to the United States, Ashraf Ghorbal,
after Prime Minister Menahem Begin
sent an official invitation to the
Egyptian leader Tuesday.
The semiofficial Cairo newspaper Al
Ahram said Sadat was trying to break
the "vicious circle of debate" oxer
procedural issues blocking a peace
conference between Israel and its Arab
foes in Geneva.
The main procedural issue is who will(
represent the Palestinians. Israe
refuses to negotjake with the P'alãfipl
Liberation Organization, which the •
Arab co/odd recognizes as' the..
representative of the Palestinian
'
Sada said Tuesday that the problem
of Palestinian recognition by Israel
could be solved "around the conference
table at Geneva."
There was no indication when Sadat
would -announce his acceptance of
Begin's invitation but it was expected
soon. He is expected to make the trip
after Begin returns from a visit to
London, scheduled for Nov. 20-23.
Simcha Dinitz, Israel's ambassador
to the United States, told reporters
Israel is prepared to negotiate a peace
treaty with Egypt but "not at the ex-
clusion of our readiness to negotiate
with each of the Arab countries.
He added, however, that if "Egypt
alone is prepared for talks, Israel will
move ahead. We are ready to negotiate
with anyone Who is ready."
• U.S. officials in Washington said a
meeting. between Sadat and.. Begin




For. Second Day's Riot
WASHINGTON (AP) -with almost
a hundred demonstrators already in-
jured, police mobilized for a second day
of raucus street protests by supporters
and opponents of the Shah of Iran as he
wound up his violence-scarred state
visit.
Demonstrations were. planaed at
more than d' dozen widely scattered
sitesaround-the-city„,.
After -a final rotuul of -talks with-
President Carter at the White House
today the shah waeacheduled teaRend -
an Embassy Row luncheon basted by
Vice President-Walter F. Mondale and
...a later meeting en capitol Hill with the
House International Relations
Conaseitee. - • - -
Thousands of slogan-shouting, -
placard-carrying demonstrators from.
both sides were expected to await the .
shah as he traveled to his ap-
-pointmenta.. lie ,.and- ...his wile, the
ririprest FaralT, are due to leave •
tonight from Andrews' Air Force Base
outside Washington for a trip to Paris.
Police revoked permits for today's
protests closest to the executive
mansion, deciding to forbid anti-shah
forces from massing on the sidewalk .
• north of the White House and proshah
„groups from using the Ellipse south of
the mansion.
Other permits near the White House
remained in effect, but with greater
separation of the two factions.
Tbiehas been the most tumultuous of
the shah's 12 visits here during his 36-
year reign.
There were 12 arrests and 124 people
reported injured, 25 of them police
-Officers,, as repeated clasheabroke out
between the contending factions.
George Washington University
pledged continued LLS. arms exportato
that country. Iran hasbought about $1.5




The:tear -gas, used when pollee were Johnson s Break-In
um-.ie to keep the opposing faetions
apart, first reached the area as the 44urray_poli„  cjij-71,]•_
tea thee seemed more irritated be the
fumes than' the president.
Carter tried to make light of thein-
cident. Receiving a tapestry of George
Washington from the shah after they
entered • the- White House,'- Coffee
• remarked, apologize for the Cecil:
porary air pollution in Washington."
Later, following a black-tie state
dinner he hosted for his visitor, Carter
said in a toast, 'There's one thing I
have to say about the shah. He sure
knows how to draw a crowd."
Tuesday's series of incidents, the
largest and most _ violent since the
Vietnam War protest days, over-
shadowed the substantive talks-Carter
and the shah held. he two leaders Met
for 90 minutes Tuesday.
There was no sign of any weakening
in U.S.-Iranian friendship despite the
allegations of human rights violations
in Iran and Carter's interest in
reducing arms sales overseas.
Iraerhas been the Nre-I -purchaser-of
U.S. weaponry in recent years, and a
White House statement said Carter
Actors Named For
'Harvey' Production
Two Mutray juniors at Murray State
University have been selected to ap-
pear in the University Theatre's
production of the play "Harvey" Dec. 8,
9, and 10.
Elaine K. Eversmeyer, the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer of
820 N. 19th St., will play the role of Ethel
Chauvenet in the production. A home
economics major, she is a member of
the Kentucky Home Economics
Association, Kappa Omicron, Phi, Sock
and Buskin Drama Club, and Tau
Sigma Chi.
Roderick Reed, the son of Mrs. Orea
Nell Bumphis of 204 Pine St., will play
the role of Duane Wilson. He is a speech
and theatre major.
liarvey," written by Mary Chase, is
presented as part of the American
College Theatre Festival presented by
the John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts Alliance for Art
Education. A festival judge will review
the play for possible presentation in
South Carolina in the spring.
'the play involves F.Iweod P. Dowd
and hBr imaginary friend, Harvey, a
six-and-one-half-foot rabbit,, and the
problems Dowd's fantasy causes his
family. .
Curtain time for the production is 8
P.m. each evving in the University
Theatre Of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
-Guitar ow- the. eamptia.---akes,
Schempp, associate professor in the
Department of Speech and Theatre, is
.the play's director.
Admission to the performances is
$2.50 or by season ticket. Further in-
formation may be obtained by con-
tacting the University Theatre at
Murray State.
inside today 
- Hospital- official* said at --loofa- -45- -
demonstrators. were treated- in -the
emergency room.
Three were admitted, including a 66-
year-old pro-shah demonstrator from
California. He was listed in serious
condition late Tuesday night after
und_ergoinitio hours of surgery for a
fractured skull. 
S.
Presitfeet- wee -sPtakiPt • Mar 'today- ere inveaUgating-aauesdaY nighteveryone nearby felt the effects of the bruk.itt jobaseigas,Gispen
fumes, but Carter completed his netted the thief or thieves ap-remarks without pause.. 
- - proximitiely--$11-amerding- to-an 1%121:1_Both leaders dabbed at their eyes but spokesman.
'subject or subjects eidared -
through the rear of the building by
removing the itir conditioner from the
(west) wall," an MPD spokesman said. ••'
"( They i went through four cash
regietersaitcl the inaeaget's„offiee,_" _
The MPD spokesman said that $8 in
coins was the only thing determined to
be missing as a result of the break-in.
The police department received the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - There
were 3,100 more jobless Kentuckians in
October than in the previous month, the
Kentucky Department for Human
Resources announced Tuesday.
Robert MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for the state, said
Kentucky's unemployment rate rosé
from 4.1 percent to 4.3 percent in
September.
That brings the total number of
unemployed Kentuckians to 65,700,
1Mterfonald-ia
-The current increase in unem-
ployment is due to more persons being
unemployed .from, firms covered by
Kentucky's unemployment insurance
prbgram :plus an • increase in the
number of persons who have exhausted
their regular unemploymentbenefits,"
MacDonald said.
MacDonald said last month' rate was
3,400 less thaa .the same month last •
year.
The national unemployment rate
during October was 6.3 percent, he said.
2 Sections-26 Pages
The Murray Ledger & Times staff writer Lowell Atchley
makes his debut today...as a sports columnist. head his




Cloudy with towers and
thundershowers May, 'high in
the low 60s. Showers and
thundershowers likely tonight,
low in the low 40s. Decreasing
cloudiness and cooler Thursday,




























f Thursday, November 17
Open house will be held by
Murray State University
Early Childhood Center from
3:30 to five p.m. The center is
located in the Student CTter,
former University Laboratory
School. Public is invited and
for information  call 762-3826.
Lecture and slide presen-
tation by Bill Moss of Camden,-
Maine, designer of lightweight
tension structures, will begin
at 7:30- p.m. in Room 423,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSLI, N,Q ctiarge and public is
invited.
--PluToStihy
be in Room 500, Faculty Hall,
Murray State, at 3:30 p.m. No
charge and the public is in-
vited. -
Wrestling will be at West
Kentucky Exposition Center
at eight p.m.
Bill Moss.of Camden. Me.,
tent sculptor, will present a
guest artist slide-lecture in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at 7:30 p.m. No
charge and public is invited.
Murray - -High School
basketball kickoff chili supper
will be at MS cafeteria at
6:30 p.m. with cost being two
dollars per person.
Friday, November 18
Third production of "The
Red Shoes" will be at Lovett
Auditorium,, Murray State
University, at 9:30 a.m. Ad-
mission is 75 cents.
.„ Exhibits in forged ironwork
by Brent Kingan and students
from Southern -Illinois
University and -in graphic
design by 'Bill Ransom of
 Murray State will open today
at the Clara-M. Eagle Gallery
of Price Doyle -Fine Arts
center msu, and continue
through November 30. -_
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W'ednesday, November 16
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church_will
. -.meet at six p.m. at the church
with Dr James Hammack as
speaker.
• Thursday, November 17
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at seven p.m. at .the
Calloway County Court House
for the nomination of new
officers.
Story Hour „will only be at Murray Women of the
three p.m. at Calloway County Moose will meet 4 eight p.m.
• ---Publie - Library „with-at the lodge hail, North 16th
characters in costume from Street.
"The Red Shoes" Children's





Professional Women's ' Club
will meet at the Murray,
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
School PTC will have a call
meeting at the school at 6:30
- - pTn.--- - -
East Calloway Elementary
School PTC will meet at the
.sobool at 7:30 p.m.
_ Ducks Unlimited banquet
will be at the Murray Country
Club at six p.m.
Headstart potluck dinEer
will be at Beshear Gym,
Murray -State University, at
seven p.m. all parents and
children are invited.
Hazel Woman's ub is
scheduled to m at seven
p.m. at the H.alel Community
Center.
ta Department of Murray
omen's Club will have a
breakfast at 6:45 a.m. at the
Holiday Inn.
Home Department of
- Murray Woman's Club will
media the club house at two
Tem_ple Hill Chapter No. 511
-order, of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
-13eta-Sigriiii-P1il 4111 rtrieer-al—
Ellis Center at 7:30 pin.
Fir-st Bantist thiirch 'Baptist'
Young Women will meet with
Mrs. David Hill at seven p.m...
Memorial Baptist chnrcli
Baptist Young Worrien will
meet with Vicki,Kloke, 405't
North Fourth. 'Street, at 7:30
p.m.
NA District 13 will meet at
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have crafts day from-9:10 a.m.
to three p.m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Ellis Community Center. Van
will run at regular time and
blood pressure will be taken
before the luncheon. The band
will present_a program at one
p.m.
Children's Theatre
production of "The Red
Shoes" will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Lovett- Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admissions;
75 cents at- the deor.
THANK YOU
•
To The Voters of









We have the new fragrance by Dermetics
-Always Yes" The perfect-Chrtstmos gift -
lf you rre having trouble with your Christmas gift
-1'1,s-r-come or? out to Sue1:0's orrd,we71 help ydul.




Husband Says Cut Out
Those Business, Trips
By Abigail-Van Buren
1977 by The Clweeco Tr,t,rw Mr News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I've been married less than a month and
my husband has already given me an tritimatmn. if I- go on
any overnight business trips .with the professional group I
belong to, 'we are finished!, AbbY,'this is my third marriage,
and I want it to be my last.
- I am- Al professional woman and I've gone to these
meetings for rears. I am not going to give them upjust
because my husband feels threatened. 6
I made the mistake of telling hirn about a couple of flings
I had on these trips, but that was long before! knew him. I
swear I have no interest in any other man!
He won't believe me. He is an absolute nut on the
subject! I'm 38, and don't need any extracurricular flings.
How can I convince this nut I'm married to that he can
trust me out of town?
NOT GIVING IN
5E-AR l'srpT: You Should have settled this with' your;1 'SFnut before you tied the knot. If you invite him to go along
on the trips, he, may feel less threatened. If that doesn't
work, you will have to chose between your nut and your
business trips.
DEAR ABBY: My husband's boss wants to transfer us
to a bigger city about 500 miles from here. It has more
advantages for our children and would mean a big
promotion for my husband, but every time I think of
moving, I burst into tears. -I've even put off going there to
look for a place to live because I hate the thought of leaving
this town.. .,
I've lived here all- my life. My family lives - here. Our
children's friends are h.ere. And we have just built a lovely
home. I know I sound selfish, but I can't help it. My
-.7 husband w IrT need a -gobd Tech-ire; let itie-
have it_.
Exhibits in prints and paper
by Martha Stalin, Salem, in
--photography--- by-- Richard-7--
Adams„ Fort Thomas, and in
printmlking by Phyllis
Wunderlin, Louisville, will be
shown , at Clara M. _Eagle
GanPry a „Price Voyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, today
through December 7.
Friday, November 18
4 Murray High Band Boosters
Orange Bowl Strate-Irrwill be
from 10:30 pin'. to seven a.m.












1 7 30 Onlki
"Oh, God."
Is it Funny!








Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
will be at Community Room,
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, from six to nine p.M.
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be at Ellis Community
Center from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes today,
Saturday, and Sunday. A chili
supper will be served -JO Anne Carat Hostess For Meet
Saturday night with J. B. and
Jo Burkeen and Ned and Beth
Wilson as wagonmasters.
HATES TO MOVE
DEAR HATES: You rattled the right cage. If a man is to
succeed in business, his greatest asset is a wife who is
always in his corner. Let him atcept the promotion. You
and your children will make • new - friends. Help your
husband climb the ladder of success by being supportive,
and. you will have another lovety home that his "Jack"
built
- -DEA13,--ABRY: Ive lust ha4i-the biggest slapelown in-' my
life. My insurance company has disallowed the prosthesis I
bought for the mastectomy I had four years ago.....-,
ICs not a case of vanity or replacing a piece of female
equipment. ICs a case of ;.storing equilibrium. Without
proper balance...a woman cannot walk_straight. AL). her.
neek end shoulders ache-from theAppsitiodneri,
Those little pads and -falsies" from the department
store don't work. At my-eon's wedding, 4 was dancing and
having a marvelous ime, when my sister caught my eye
and-whispered Urgently in my ear, -Please go to the ladies'
room and check your falsie!" It had worked its way up to
my. shoulder!}. . _ _
After that, I phoned my. local American Cancer Society
to find out where to get a properly fitting prosthesis. Just-
two days after I had it, my neck and shoulder pain
disappeared. And it feels so good and looks so natural.
Abby, if you print this, maybe some bright insurance
executive will see it and realize that such a prosthesis is
not simply cosmetic. It's vital to the health of a woman who
has had a mastectomy.
ST. LOUIS WOMAN
DEAR WOMAN Here's your letter. Insurance
executives? 
••
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have crafts day at Hardin City
Hall from 9:30 a.m. to three
p.m.
Saturday, November 19
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
have a luncheon at noon at the
home of Ann Herron at Hazel.
Square and round dancing
will be at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at 7:30-p.m.
Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
will continue at Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, from nine a.m. to
twelve noon.
Bazaar by Murray Senior
Citizens at Ellis Community
Center will continue from
eight a.m, to four p.m.
Transportation will be
fltovided by calling 753-9041
after 8:30 a.m.
Holiday bake sale will be
held from nine a.m. to three
p.m. in front of Roses in
Central Shopping Center,
sponsored by Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Ilay Saints.
Voung Adult Class of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church. will
have POtInclt_ dinner _at _the_
me of Mary and Gil Hopson
at 6:30 p.m.
Tell your troubles to Abby. For a personal reply, write
to Abby. Box, 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Of South Murray Homemakers Club
_ Jo Anne Cavitt opened her
home for the meeting of the
South Murray Homemakers
Club held on Thursday,
November 10, at one p.m. with
'Edna Butler, president,
presiding.
The devotion was given by
Lottie Gibson on the subject of
"Talent" from Matthew 25:15,
and "How The Birds Got Then
Wings" from Isaiah 40:27-31.
Prayer was by Modelle Miller.
Members answered with
talents they are thankful for at
this season.
Six members 'present were
Mrs. Cavitt, Mrs. Miller, Mrs.
Gibson, Mrs. Lorraine
Maggard, Mrs. Anna May
Owen, Mrs. Madeline Parker,
Mrs. Butler, and one guest,
Mrs. Miriam Olree.
Plans were discussed for the
ChciAtmas meeting with Anna
May Owen and Lorraine
Maggard in charge of the
arrangements, who will notify
Tnembers of the time and
place.
The annual day of the
Calloway Homemakers will be
November 29 at ten a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Reservations should be made
with Mrs. Butler by November
23. Mrs. Cavitt and Mrs.
Gibson will model in the
fashion show.
The Calloway group will go
to Nashville, Tn., on
December 2 for the
educational trip and reser-
vations should be made with
Mrs. Maggard by November
23.
Mrs. Miller gave the land-
scape notes on "Car;of Potted
Plants." Lesson sheets on the
"Judicial System in Ken-
tucky" were distributed. The
major lesson on "How Food
Affects Your Health" was
given by Mrs. Butler.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Cavitt. Mrs. Miller
showed special Christmas
decorations she had made,
and Mrs. Maggard showed
latch hooking crafts. Mem-
bers were urged to bring
crafts to share *h members.
Kappas Make Donations To
Band, Football, Theatre
Donations WOOD each to the
_Murray Iligh,Schaal Band and
Calloway County High School
Football and $200 -to the
Community Theatre, Int.,-will
be made by the Kappa
'Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, according to
Jane --Hopson, department
chairman.
These donations were voted
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
: !-Ifrc tvit!rray, KY 420-71
2.29
on at the meeting of the'
department held an Tuesday,
November first at the club
house, and is from part of the
receipts from the annual
Haunted House held at the
luring the
Halloween season.
The flaunted House co-
chairmen thanked the
members for the work on the
Haunted Houma proiect. A
Murray Square-A-Naders
Hosts For Benefit Dance
A special dance was held
recently at Kentucky Dam
Village state Park, Gilbert-
sville, sponsored by the
Murray Squar e-A-Naders
square dance club. All
proceeds lli go to the WPSD-
TV UMW Club Telethon for
crippled Children. • —
The Murray Square-A-
Naders are grateful for the
generous help of the following
area callers for squares:
Charlie Ashby, Central City;
Bobby Newman, - Paducah;
Harold Shuns, Jackson, Tn.;
and also Mrs. Janice Berkley
of Mayfield, for cueing the
round dances between, tips.
All of the above donated
their time, efforts and talents
to make a successful dance,
said Helen and Walter
Michael of Hamlin, club
presidents. .
Sixty couples attended the
dance from the Murray area,
which included Paducah,
Smithland, Princeton,
Dawson Springs, Central City,
Hopkinsville, Marion,
Indianapolis, Evansville,
Jackson, In., Newbern, Tn.,
Somerville, Tn., Poplar Bluff,
Mo., and Portageville, Mo.
A total of $398.58 was
donated for 'the Crippled
Children's Telethon and will
be presented on November
19th in Paducah, according to




was set up to draw guidelines
for letting people use Haunted
House materiabs. '
The Program was presented
by Joe Sills, director of
Murray City Se11001 Bands,
who showed sound films of the
Murray High School Band- ttr--
1972. He explained that the
band could not be present
because of practice for the
coming contest. Mr. Sills
showed a 1978 film of the band





by Aurelia Batts, membership'
chairman, were Tara Den-
nison, Helen Foley, and Fonda
Grogan.
Announcement was made of
the Christmas party for the
Kappa Children_ on Tuesday,
December 4, et 6:30 p.m, at -
the club home.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Freda Steely, Aurelia
Batts, Cecelia Brock, Judy
Fitts, Melva Hatcher, Ann
Hoke, and Judy Stabler.
41.4.44.+40.1.++++ 46.1.4.4.44,
41 SECURITY FEDERAL+ I,+41 Savings and loan ii.
41 is Now +
$ OPEN lil..
41 For Business At II,+ 1300 Johnson, Murray 159-1234 if.






Containdjoiniss ha this annual Hat
- Inlear-•••kins I How Iva ib• SW“11-
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America has a big taste for fried
chicken, and no one knows how to
satisfy that taste better than Jerry's.
Our crisp, golden 4-Piece Pride-
Fried Chicken Dinner comes with
your choice of potatoes, cole slaw,
roll and butter.
Good from 11 a.m. daily,
Nov. 14-20, 1977 - (
Jealf'S
REsThowas









The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their_
annual Christmas luncheon on
Wednesday, December 7, at
twelve noon at the club.
Reservations at four dollars
per person will be taken until
Saturday, Decembet-3, at
noon. Perms!) should call Mrs.
Chart ei Hoke, 753- , or
Mrs. Stuart Poston, 753-9365,
according to Mrs. Mary Jane
Jackson, chairman of -OW--
hostesses' committee.
A limited number of
reservations will be taken so
members should call as soon
as possible. Others serving on
the committee are Mesdames
H. Glenn Doran, Robert V.
Johnson, Fred Wells, Ted
Billington, Joe Hal Spann,
Allen Moffitt, Buddy
Buckingham, Gene Landon,
Hal Houston, Holmes Fills,
Wayne Doran, and Hunt
Smock- -it. _
Bridge will be Played at
9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Hemp
Erwin, Mrs. John Farrell, and
Mrs. M. C, Garrott as
hostesses. '-
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sheri McCuiston of Murray
Route Six was dismissed




Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ellison, 321 North Fifth Street, Murray,
will celebrate their 25th anniversary on November 21, 1977.
They resided in the Stella-Coldwater community for twenty-
four years before moving to Murray a year ago.
An -anniversary party given by their, grand** 7_-Steve,
Richard, and Paul Reid — and their niece, Kaiie_Letternum, is
planned for Sunday, November 20, at the Southside
Restaurant, South 12th Street, Murray.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
this special occasion between the hours of two-to-four-p.m. No
formal invitations will be sent.
will return after a brief illness to his of-._ _
rico al 807 Poplar for full time practice
for Obstetrics and Gynocology on
Thursday, Nov. 17th
Muhday Thru Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
There's nothing like great coffee after a
great Thanksgiving dinner. And Maxwell House
always makes it great!
Oner expires May 31 1978
LIMIT —ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
G FNERAr FOODS CONeoRATION
PAGE 3 A DIE MURRAY Ity LEDGER a. TIMES, wedriesday, November 16, 1977
4IAZAAR PLANNED — Shown here ore.fust a few of the many handcrafted itemswhich will be on sale at the bazaar by the Murray Senior Citizens on Friday, November18, from 530 to 8-30 p.m. and on Saturday, November 19, from eight a.m. to four p.m.Ellis, Community Center,- Transportation 'on Saturday for senior citizens will beprovided by 'calling 753-9041 after 830 a.m. on Saturday. The public is invited andurged krattend a Senior Citizens' spokesman said. -----._ -
Energy Conservation and
Weatherization will be
discussed by Sue Wells of TVA
Thursday, Nov. 17 at two p.m.
at an open meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club house.
She will speak at the regular
meeting of the Home
Department.
Ms. Wells of Jackson, Tn., is
Educational Residential
Representative of the TVA. A
forrrrer hione economist 'she'
has been with the Tennessee
Valley Authority for the past
23 years.
Energy being the number
one problem facing us today it
is hoped Ms. Wells will
enlighten her audience with
some new tips, a spokesman
said.
Members of the Home
Department will hold their
business session prior, to the
open meeting, kid the
chairman _Mrs. Fil toston
asks that they be present at
1:30 pm.
Hostesses will be Mrs
If you'd like to lose weight
before the holidays — Why
not join the crowd?
Dixieland Center
753-6881
Joseph Gertzen, Mrs. J. T.
Sammons, Mrs. E. A. Lun-
dquist and Mrs. :Charlie
Crawford.
The members and guests of




Saturday, November 19, lit
honor of the Rt. Rev. C.
Gresham Marimon, retired
Bishop of Diocese of Ken-
tucky, who will be special
guest of the church this
.weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Barrett, 
105Notth 16thSCree -Wil4eat.
their-home atliapsn.lor the
wine and cheese. The OW
and main course will be
served at the home ot Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Nisaenger, 707 Inn
Street, Murray. The -dettaret
course will then be served at
the home of Mr. and Mrs:
Larry Doyle, t103 South 14th
Street. - 4
Pat Harcourt, president of
the Church Women,--will be In- •
charge and urges all adults to
attend this special progressive
dinner.
lir. Pim odd Ilithes. r._ Jim in mid lb. ( lou ri br.hi ,,,,
frum lif iVaidie,t- Inn um rri,fir% V., I I 1977
Dion 't Viss The Style-Slum.
Et•i;ry Friday From 12 to 1 ()'Clock
.4i The
lloliday Inn Dining Room
Featuring
The Latest Fashions •
Homemade pie and reatcottevt
cis cou1d-top'Stt a7trodit4efta1-
- -thafilcSgivir*Ciii—m-er? ---
...Ancl.novit.you can save up to
45it on Maxwell House* Coffee. Ws
practically a traOition
"Comild the Last prop::`
So help yourself to the (--4)ti)q1-
below.
There's nothing like great coffee
after -a great Tha nksgiving..d in ner.
--;-:.--AiicilitaXv411 House fah/says-ma-1,os
it great.


















$1 29 -,,, 2.119Save 16*-
I* AI, AP ID le la* 014}041'04:0kaisEalt
Order-yaw liolispbrzitiy.seilizialtiall -SIUU11/
is good, turkeys - all sizes (Sib. up), turkey breasts,
ducks, fresh hens, fresh oysters, store baked hams, all




Prices GoodThurs.., Nov. 17
Through Wed., Nov. 23
FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
mein those:we for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Bob Hubbs
Winner:
*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
_Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at II:00 p. m. New contestStarts Thursday
Morning.
.1.1rn ploy res of Porkers and thew Families not eligible to win .Adults





























Bakers Angel Flake -
Shredded
Coconut



















































(EDITOR' NOTE: The following Mingle in selfish strife,-1-dbute-TO the lite-Frink Albert-Stub- weeps,
blefield, who served as U. S.
Representative from the First District
for 16 years, was delivered by Dr.
James A. Fisher at a breakfast last
Friday kicking off a Stubblefield
Memorial Scholarship fund campaign.
We feel it is fitting to be reproduced
When life's great book of Remem-
brance is opened there flashes from
every page the names of those who
have lived well and made this the goo(' devotion toyoung people and his ap-
place it is today. --- preciation of Murray State University
Among the outstanding names in our as an agent involved in bringing a
book of Remembrance is that of Frank --higher quality of life to those who are
• Albert Stubblefield. He stands as an open to truth. Tomorrow will be better
for this - we will all "Remember Wellexample in The lives of great men all
:remind us, ,we can, make our lives this man of stature. •
sublime and departing leave behind us,
Foot prints on the sands of time.
Praising - what is lost makes the
remembrance more dear.
Today Nov. 11) is the 59th
Anniversary of Armistice Day. The
curtain came down on the tragedy of _
World War bringing ley aria hope to
people everywhere. It was believed that
Utopia had come. I was a small boy but
"I remember it so Well." There were -
other currents in the wind and soon the
selfish interests at home and abroad
defeated the idealism that surged
through the hearts of people so that
through scandal, depression and
ignorance, the stage was set for another
holocaust. Finally the-end came to the
sitond War in which the entire world
was involved. "I remember it so well."
During these years Frank Albert -
Stubblefield grew from:,a -boy who
enjoyed the advantages of a small town
into a wise counselor for Thousands -a
people. He spent time as a student, a
business man, had a distinguished
career in the .Navy and then began his
life of service to the people he loved
best. "We all remember so well."
It was my good fortune to be able to
attend rallies for-him during his first
campaign for .the Congres1=Tor the-
United States and to renew friendship
that had be,gun in College days. ,
When he was elected; he became the
first man sent to the House of
Representatives from Calloway County
since the distinguished, Mr. John
Murray, f or whom our city was-named,
'represented the people of the First
District. I followed his record with
appreciation and interest even though
most of the time I lived out side the
Coliorionwealth. -
It is appropriate for us today to call to
our remembrance the many facets of a
life well lived in service to'the people of
our community and reaching to world
wide recognition.
Frank Albert Stubblefield did dot
seek the popularity of the crowd. He
was a quiet man whose feelings ran
very deep and who, above all else,
Fainted- tii-sirve and: 15E 17riend tb
people. He was successful in this his
objective. In his last days he could have
said with the great Roman citizen and
Senator -The greatest comfort of my
age and that which gives me the highest
satisfaction is the pleasing remem-
brance of the many benefits and
friendly offices I have done to others."
Frank Albert was a man of loyalty_
and integrity. He was loyal and devoted
)to Murray and Calloway County. Hegave of himself without reservations
for Murray State University. His
devotion to Western Kentucky could not
be questioned. The agricultural in-
terests of Western Kentucky and the
entire United States profited greatly by
his work. He was an honored son of the
Commonwealth who served his Nation
in war and peace to the best of his
ability.
The great need of our day is for
people of character expressed in
quality. The need of any day is for those
who forget self in a desire to serve
others. Frank Albert was a man! A
good man, an honest man, a friend of all
the people and their willing servant!
When we lift our minds and hearts to
the good God of the Universe we must
sincerely seek guidance for ourselves
and others that leaders like Frank
Albert may come. .
WANTED .
God give us men! A time like this_
demands
Strong minds, a great hearts, true
faith, and ready hands;
Men whom the lust of office does not
kill;
Men whom the spoils of office cannot
buy;
Men who possess opinions and a will;
Men who have honor, - men who will
• not lie;
Men who can stand before a
demagogue.
And damn his treacherous flatteries
4 without winking!
Tall men, sun-crowned, who live
above the fog
In public duty, and in private
thinking: -
For while The rabble, with their
21111mb-worn meet*. - -
Their large professions And their
Little deeds,-'
_
Wrong rules the land, and waiting
justice sleeps!
Frank Albert Stubblefield was the
-kind of man.we pray for. Fortunate are •
we to have known, associated witli_and__
lov ed him.
We seek by our presence and through
 gAi ts- 4e memorable -Frank Albert-
Stubblefield. We join in directing this
expression into a scholarship Fund at







Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr.,
( Va. )-"...The -administration, this
past week testified before the Senate
Finance Committee.
"In that testimony, the ad-
ministration estimated that the
national debt, at the end of the current
fiscal.year. Will total $787. billion. Yes
$787 billion. .
- : "That figure is double the figure for
-the--national-lebt-,ot ,the end °C.-fiscal
1970.
10711e, This is cause for a arM-.
"Huge deficits of the Federal
Government are not being got under
control. In fact, they are ac-
celerating...The individual citizen is
affected by this in many ways. One wa-y-
is that the taxpayers must pay $46
billion in the current year for interest
• charges on thedebt. • .
.. "I ask unaninions censent - to have
piloted_ In .the Record A table I have
_prepared villa) shows the national debt
In the 20th century from 1900 through
1978.
 Rounded to the nearest billion
-1 • • • -
s The Falrest
. •
----Knifiloymeut -and- Training Act ;.
CESTA funds are supposed to satisfy
some unmet, pressing local need. Local-
-Atheists-ma-use. the funds as they saa.-
'Ail In Veiittfrii COlifi(y-,-Calif., $364.948
.. was spent to count cats, dogs and
....horses..Over the criticism of private
citizens, local officials doggedly,
squandered the funds. No thought was
given to turning back the handout.
etofi ae0 Alt
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
- WASHINGTON ( AP) - Mirror,
mirror on the wall, who's the fairest
senator of all? Just ask one; he'll tell
you.
The biography plitOlitlif the Oftee of
Sen. James McClure, R-Idaho, begins:
"If someone were to write down all of
the qualities needed in a senator from
Idaho, he might start by reading a
biographical sketch of Jim McClure."
Unless that sorrieone' happens to
prefer McClure's Democratic
colleague; Sen. Frank Church, whose
_biography begins by informing us that
"for nearly a generation, over 20 years,
. Frank Church has been the most
celebrated Idahoan to represent his
state in the Senate since William E.
Borah, the famed 'Lion of Idaho."'
Biographical hyperbole is not limited
to the lions of Idaho.
"Clifford Case often has been
described as 'integrity at work,"' says
the "background kit," issued by the
Republican senator from New Jersey.
It goes on!
"In an era when the public has
become distrustful and disenchanted
with most political leaders, Clifford
Case has stood out as an exception, an
officeholder who has earned the trust
not only of his constituents but of all
who know him."
Sen. Jennings Randolph's biography
includes a page and a half listing of
awards including one from the
Washington Post Lions Club in 1956, the
National Utility Contractors
Association's Man of the Year in 1972,
and in 1963, the Youth Appreciation
Award from the Bowling Proprietors
Association of America, Inc.
Some tqr to show a bit of humility.
The single-page biography for Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C., opens with this
note from Clint Fuller, his executive
assistant:
"Sen. Helms protests that this
resume is too long. However, shine his
has been a somewhat varied career, I
feel that different aspects will be of
interest to different people who make
inquiry of us."
From the Arthur Burns manual on
how not to make friends and influence
senators, comes the Federal Reserve
Board chairman's call for senatorial
support , for a campaign to hold down
-salary hilnerfor federal employes,
Appearing before the Senate Banking
Conunitiee, whose members along with
all other members of Congress received
a $12,900 pay boost this year, Burns
urged Sen. Adlai Stevenson, D-Ill., to
"join me in bringing about a lowering of
your salary and mine."
Stevenson noted that Congress had
gone for eight years without a,pay raise
"and nobody followed our lead."
- "What we had was inaction," said
Burns "we did not have moral
leadership."
The next time you're at one of those
famous Washington cocktail parties
and you find yourself standing next to
Arthur Burns he's the short,. -gray-
haired fellow smoking the pipe - you
might turn to him and in your most
knowledgeable tone say, "How's the M2
looking, Mr. Chairman?"
No doubt, everyone around you will
stand in awe of your fiscal expertise
The chairman speaks often of MI, M2
and M3, and practically no one knows
what he's talking.about.
For those who care, M1 is the amount
of money in currency and checking
accounts; M2 is the total of MI plus the
money held in savings and other time
deposits in commercial banks, while
M3 equals M2 plus deposits in other
thrift institutions such as savings and
loan associations and credit unions.
Incidental intelligence from the office
of Sen. Clifford Hansen, R-Wyo.: the
state of Wyoming has the highest
percentage of citizens band radio
operators in the nation.
According to a Hansen press release.
32,591 • Wyoming residents had CB
licenses as of the end of May. That
represents 8.7 percent of Wyoming's
population.
Reps. Andy Jacobs, D-Ind., and
Martha Keys, D-Kans., hold the unique
distinction of being the only husband
and wife in Congress.
In a recent press release they also
claimed another distinction with the
announcement that their red 1966
Oldsmobile Cutlass had passed the
200,000-mile milestone.
The event was duly celebrated with
champagne at a curbside reception
Isn't It. The Truth
The greatest. longest and most tragic
warof all time, the war against debt.
will be irrevocably lost ,when the
universal credit card snuggles in ever"
'wallet and the word "thrift" becomes
obsolete-and is lost to antiquity
Dollars)
1900, 1 billion; 1910-1; 1920-24; 1930-







Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr.,
tty I-Rader, is no neophyte
congressman. If he's alarmed the
citizenry should be alarmed. Tax
HEARTUNE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems-fast. lf
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
of receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
-be printed In this column.
H LIEARTNE: I have beehemplpyed
_under civil service for eight years. I
recently-had lin 'automobile accident'
andany. injuries may -keep me from
ever working again. Can you tell me
how I can qualify for a disability an-
dollars are wasted in huge amounts. nuity?-0.N.
Example: Comprehensive A. To qualify for disability benefits
you must- have worked at letrat live
years under civil service. Also, you
must be disabled enough to prevent you
from efficiently performing your-johor-
a similar position. You need not show
that you are disabled for all kinds of
HEARTLINE: I am 61 and have been
divorced for a couple of years. My ex-
husband remarried in February of this
year. I've -heurd . that kinke he!,, 
remarriedI am not eligible for Social
Security.
I have never worked, so I don't have
any Social Security of my own. I want to
know if it is true that I can't collect on -




A. If you were married for 20 years or
more, you are eligible for wife's
benefits on your husband's record.
Your ex-husband must be drawing his
Social Security benefits before you can
start drawing on his work record. If you
take your Social Security benefits early
(before age 65), you'd have to take a
reduction in benefits. ber
The basic age 65 wife's befit is 50
percent of the husband's (or ex-
husband's) unreduced Social Security
4ert, Jtyoa take,your benefit before
65, you will receive the following per-





HEARTLINE: My brother has joined
a group called the National Association
of Older AMericans. Could you please
gift me some- information -on-r-thisl,
group? -.-T.S.
A. the National Association of Older
- -Americans INA0A is a group designed
to aid older Americans regarding
problems or questions they may have.
. . _NAOA publishes a monthly newsletter,
and offers-a pi eso.ription- drug plan that
gives -substantial savings on 'its --
members' drug bills.
For a free brochure explaining the
NAOkin detail, write Heartline-NAOA,
114. -E. 'Dayton-4., -West -Aleiandria, -
Ohio 45381. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
II., John I :onniff
Spendthrift Christmas
-PreilictW
NEW YORK AP) - Hold onto your
wallet: 11s the season to be merry in
the stores and all the ingenuity Of the
merchandising fraternity is designed to
make you and your dollar welcome. .
Late reports suggest that this may be
an exceedingly spendthrift Christmas.
Retail sales for the year are going to top
$700 billion, and something like $75
billion of that is likely to be added up in
December alone.
Indicating the trend. October_sales _
leaped 1.8 per cent over the previous
month, one of the strongest showings of
the year. Unlike in some years,
merchants don't have to set a spending
mood, but merely prolong it.
Consumers seem to be in an ebullient
mood. Credit is the mixer for the
holiday cocktail, and consumers have
been adding to their installment
borrowing at a rate of $2.5 billion a
month, bringing the total to about 8209
billion.
Does that figure frighten you? It
frightens more than a few retailers, and
some bankers too, but the truth is it
amounts to just 17 percent of disposable
record
dnasel t in income, or 1 percent below the
Should a sharp economic downturn
occur it seems likely that some of those
bills might be late in being repaid, but
satafewkideetpocloabnecoesam 
Meanwhile, 
expect such an event to
faanewtohr)ile repayments are
Despite the complications, retailers
generally are pleased to assist in the
accumulation of consumer credit
because, as they are ever aware. they
have in the Christmas selling season'
about 30 of the best sales days of the
year.
The consmner, on the other hand, has
six times that number of days during
the next year in which to work toward
crepaying the bills. To retailers, this
adfltiati4p,a gqod deal, especially since
many of them sell the ',receivable ac
count.
-
Again using last year' as•a measure7
special selling season, and building
materials and hardware stores will-
share in the spending spree.
. Sales... of home furnishings and
household appliance .stores soared last
Christmas season. so did sales in ap-
parel and accessory stores, toy stores,
jewelry stores, book stores, grocery
stores, variety-stores and liquor stores.
For some merchants the month of
December is a make or break period
during which they either earn profit for
-the- year OF Suffer for another 11
months, during which they must
dispose of their stock at vast price cuts„
This., is especially true of stores
specializing in toys and dolls, whith to
some extent have developed the con-
cept of a fresh model every year, for-
cing the merchant to restock no matter
how large his inventory.
Bible Thought
But he was wounded for our trans-
gressions, he was bruised for our
iniquities. Isaiah 53:5.
With the beginning of Lent, let us
remember Christ's great sacrifice for
us let us remember His love
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Appeeison
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Key, located about one mile east of
Wiswell on Highway 1550, was
destroyed by fire last night.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lillian
Parker, Mrs. Bertha M. Kimbro, and _
Mrs. cattle Thorne.
-,The Murray State University Rifle
Team continued to go undefeated by
sweeping the team matches at the -=`,
Walsh Invitational Rifle.Tournataeot gicA-Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio. 4.
The Rev, Martin Mattingly of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will be the final
speaker in the School of World
Outreach at the First Christian Church
on Sunday. This is sponsored by First
Christian, First Methodist, First
Presbyterian, and St. John's Episcopal
Churches, --
Dr. Morgan Sisk spoke on "Con-
servation Is Preservation" at the
meeting of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
- _
The Murray" Electric Sistem
ployres will put up the Christmas lights
nest week to help usher in the Yuletide
season in Murray and Calloway County,
,according to .Miller, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
John E. Steger of the Associated
Industries of Kentucky was the speaker
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. He was introduced by George E.
Overbey of the Labor Legislative
Committee of Rotary.
Fred Herndon, Jr., has returned from
the International Harvester Motor
Truck Technical Training Center at
Atlanta, Ga., where he took the full
course offered in proper service
methods for the newest truck designs.
Births reported include a boy,
Anthony Lewis, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Winston Meadows on November 4.
In high school basketball games New
'Concord beat Kirksey, Gene Rowland
got '16 for New:Concord and Eldrid
__Ieneag01.14 for Kixissey.
30 Years Ago
The state is planning to spend 'vast
sums of money to develop state parks
which will include Kentucky take State
Parknear Murray.
Fire damaged the roof of the *forth
Fork Baptist Church on November 9.
.The Rev. Robert Jarman, minister of
the First Christian Church, Murray,
conducted a ten days' revival at Tasso,
Tn. He was accompanied by his wife
,and son, David,- to.Tasso for the, ser-
jrices, •
The Rev. R. F. Blankenship is ser-
ving as pastor of the Kirksey Circuit
composed of Coles CliMP 'Ground,
' Coldwater,. Kirksey,-Mt- (*Met,
Mt. Hebron Methodist Churches.
In high school basketball games
Hardin beat Kirksey. Siress was high
point man Hardin with 22 and Adams
for Kirksey with eight. Ralph White is





By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 16, the
'320th day of 1977. There are 45 daysleft
in the year.
Today's highlight in history: •
Qn this date in 1913. the United States
and the .Soviet Union established
diplomatic relations.
On this-date:
In .1532, Spanish explorer Francisco
Pizarro took as a prisoner-the last Inca
ruler in Peru, Atahualpa. The Indian
leader later was condenuied.to death
for refusing to become a Christian and
was strangled.
In 1907, Oklahoma became the 46th
state.
In 1933, President Getulio Vargas of
Brazil assumed dictatorial powers.
In 1941, in World War II, German
troops ..1punched a second attack
against Moscow.
In 1944, six Allied armies began a big
offensive drive in France, Gerinany
and the Netherlands.
In 1966, President Lyndon Johnson
underwent :throat and abdominal
operations.
Ten years ago: Sixty-three- U.S.
locations were selected for the federal
model cities program to help cope with
the deterioration of American cities.
Five years ago: A critic of President
Richard Nixon's civil rights record, the
Rev. Theodore Hesburfh, was -
dismissed as chairman of the U.S. Civil
Rights Coimmissien.
One year ago: The Ford
administration approved an emergency
loan or mum to, bolster the .new
govitnnient in Portugal. - '
Today's birthdays: Actor Burgess
Meredith is 68 years old. The first
Indian to have heed' named U.S.
_eommissionqr of Indian.affairs, Hobert
Bennett, is 65.
• Thought .for tociarl'hoose year "nfe-..----•
not at a dance, btfrift the han'est field
- :Czechoslovak saving- •
cats were seemingly everybody's homecoming foe. Phila 7 5 .583
Caywood Ledford, "The Voice of the Wildcats," who in MarathonemHave' Good Boston 3 8 .273
A memory of those soup and. cracker days comes from Buffalo 6 7 .462
calling a UK-mishap of some years back, described the op- . N Jrs'y 2 9 ,182
posing team's quarterback like this: He takes the Central Division
-snap..-.11ong Pinset -tie-goes back...tiong pauset.: he gets Cleve 9 3 - .750 —
ready to pass...(another long patc0)...Why he's got time to - Atlanta.-.- 8 4 .667 1
'srmk"cigaretteback there! " - --- effort 'at the distance was
S Antnn 9 6 .600 14x
There's no cigarette smoking nowadays Jack. 
The MurrayMurra Marathoners e 
Houstn 6 6 .500 3
One sports writer from upstate sat down the other day
Annu GAPand figuFed out how UK q Second al—Metro _Crawley.,an 14.51I sophomore were it not on probation, would-- N OrIns 6 8 .429 4
meet Texas, number one team in the nation, in a bowl... and 
Marathon held in Louisville from West Tennessee, is WESTERN CONFERENCESunday, November 13. Six presently a 440 man on thebeat Texas, claiming the National Championship. Midwest Division
' The Wildcats ra members of the local rupning MSU tracktracktegm.. . Derwer 9 6 , .643nywin a National Cha mpionship . But , it'll -
take time.' - ,
So sports writers (or columnists), let's stop writing about
what will not be this-year and look ahead to the years
ahead.
If the present winnipg traditIon, continues thenjou can
write all you want about bowls, bowls, bowls, and bowls and
bowls...
Little Known Facts running the marathon, and he Marathoners, finished the Los Ang 6 7 .462
All of the basketball magazines are beginning to hit the
news stands 'and thus far, Murray State is not fairing too
Street dr Smith, considered as the Bible of basketball,
showed how important it considers the Ohio Valley Con-
facttrice. They had North Texas state pickedto finish in the
cellar of the OVC. Believe it or not, they had Tennessee
Tech third.
well in any of the pre-season polls.





Getting Tired Of Crying Bowl
EDITOR'S NOTE - The first port of today's column comes to
you from Ledger & Times staffer Lowell Atchley. Before
coming', the Murray Ledger L Times, Atchley had some spor-




Be done with it!
I'm tired of those Kentucky newspaper sports writers'
columns on the gastly fact the University of Kentucky foot-
ball team is not going to a bawl game this year.because of a
National Collegiate Athletic Association probation.
Never in Kentucky sports has there been so much written
on what will end as a few dust- settlings and statistics in a
record book after the Wildcats tneet Tennessee Saturday at
Commonwealth Stadium. By all indications, the Wildcats
'Wilt give the Vols a royal stomping and send them back to
Knoxville where they belOrig. '• • ` -
Let's not sob over what will never be, guys.
Even Fran Curci himself is probably getting tired of the
stories from every conceivable journalistic angle on the
reality of Kentucky's best season the 50's under Paul
"Bear" Bryant, coupled with the NCAA probation that
prevents the Wildcats from trekking to a bowl.
As one Sports writer in *xl/ACton .rationalized: The
probation ends Dec. 31, 1977. Does that prevent UK from ap-
pearing in a bowl Jan. 1, 1978?
The NCAA sanction is probably deserved. And no dOubt
the guys playing now were not involved in the violations.
-But, a regulatory body such as the NCAA doesn't exist
simply to smack a university on the hands and say -tsk-
tsk." One writer called the sanction too harsh. Maybe. But,
knowing the Lexington Wildcat Fever, the fellows with the
cash may think twice next time.
Don't get me wrong.
I'm a UK fan: It tickled me when Kentucky came back
out in the second half and beat the pants off Penn State.. .at
Penh State. My heart beat faster when the Wildcat football
team traveled to Georgia frid 1.41J and overpowered those-.
traditional SEC powers.
remeinber the days of -2 and 9, 3 and 8," when-the Wild
But we've found one well think you'll like better.
Would you believe Murray State ranks-as sixth in the
nation? And Kentucky is ranked first?
That's right. However, it's not ieally a poll but instead, an
attendance chart.




The Murray Dptimift Club
will hold its q Tri-Star




shooting and dribbling will
begin at 4-8.-tn-.- torboys.--
The competition for the girls
is set to begin at noon.
There will be competition
held for ages eight through 13
with the top three finishers in
• each age group getting a
game. In the 1976-77 season, the Racers averaged 5,764 fans. trophy. The whiners of the
f)er-game-EcuariPPreaw-of _2,887._TheincreasaLrankedat rnntost will advance to
the sixth highest among Division One schools. District level competition at a
Kentucky, of course playing in the new Rupp Arena, had site yet determined.
an average increase of 10,812 and ranked first with an
overall attendance of 312,527.
Here is the attendance for OVC schools last year: Austin
Peay 67,661 for 14 games, East Tennessee -37,263 for 13
games. Eastern Kentucky 11,400 for.13 games, Middle Ten-
nessee .75,,650 for 14 games, Morehead 49,200 for 12 games,
Murray 80,700 for 14 games, Tennessee Tech 39,400 for 14
games aiid Western Kentucky 77,000 for 12 games.
Would you he interested in knowing that attendance-wise.
Murray State outdrew such schools as BaytOr, Creighton,
Duquesne, Florida, Florida . State, Furman, Georgia,
Illinois State, Iowa State, Jacksonville, Long Beach State,
Michigan State, Mississippi, Mississippi State, New
Orleans, North Carolina, UNGCharlotte, North Texas,
Ri-',;ers, St. Bonaventure, St. John's, San Francisco,
Southern Cal,,SMU, Southwest -Louisiana, Stanford, Stet- -
son, William & Mary, Texas A&M, TCIP, Texas Tech,
Tulane, Tulsa, Villanova, Washington, Western Michigan
and West Texas State?
Murray also outdrew all of the Ivy League schools and
most of the schools in the East.
Does that tell you what could happen if we had a new
place to play ball?
(111, Hit 1) LEDGER V TIME!i)
'
Open With Dodgers,
ATLANTA (AP) — The
Atlanta Braves will open their
1978 regular season April 7 at
home against the National
League -champion Los Angeles
Dodgers.-
It is the IVA fihie siriee 1973
that the Braves, who finished
the 1977 season with 101 losses,
have opened the regular
season at home.
SOCCER
NEW YORK — Philadelphia
was awarded a franchise in
the North American Soccer
league and two franchises





were well represented in the Marshall Crawley's 2:58. wash 5 6 .456 31,2
club started and finished the
28.2 mite race. • -
More than 300 men and
women started the race.
Leading the way was Tony
Keener, an MSU --sophomore
from Washington, D. C., and a
member of the men's track
team. It was his first effort at'
finished seventh overall and
second in his age-group
division in the outstanding
time of two hours and thirty-
four minutes.
This time is only 12 minutes
short of Olympic Trials
qualifying time. This time also-
qualified him for the Boston
marathon.
Three others also qualified
for Boston. Kevin Perryman,
a recent MSU grad, running
his fifth marathon, finally
broke the 3-hour barrier
(Boston qualifying time for
men under 40) with an ex-
cellent 2:54. Jerry Nason, an
MSU junior, followed shortly
with a 2:56. It was his first
marathon. Another fine first
24 Hour Service














styles are yours to
select and reflect your
own individuality!
Diamonds are forever.
Your's can be too in
a new setting.









325 Broadway P4f2, lawmen Perivesk, sr_
Sports Deals




Signed Wade Bosarge, defen-
sive back.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS—
Signed Ed Mariner°, running






Nedomanslcy, center, and Tim
Sheehy, right wing, from
Birmingham of the World
Hockey Association in ex-
change for Steve Durban° and
Dave Hanson, defenseman,






Recalled Gavin Kirk, center,
and Bob Stephenson, right
wing, from the minor league.
HOUSTON AEROS—Ac-
quired Ernie Wakely, goalie,







placed WW1 on the suspended
list.
Rounding out tbe "team"
from Mx/rray were Dr. Adam
Laming a sociology professor
at Murray State, and Barry
Stokes, another recent
graduate of MSU and now ef -
Louisville. Lanning, 47, a
veteran marathoner and
president of the Murray
distance in 3:32.
Stokes, 23, running in the
Open division, completed the
court* tired but happy in the
time of 3:40. It was his first




Westminster College, with its
9-0 season record, has won the
Lambert Bowl for the
outstanding NAIA Division III
team in the East.
Coached by Joe Fusco, the
Wilniington, Pa., school
collected all seven first-place
votes for 70 points. West-
minster, with six previous'
unbeaten records, goes to the
NAlAplaffs.
Chcgo 7 6 -.538
Detroit 6 6- .500
Mlw 6 7 .462
K.C-. • 6 9 .400
Lnd , -4 8 .333
Pacific Division
Port 10 2 .833
Phnix 6 5 .545
Gldn St 7 7 .500




W L Pct. GB











Seattle 4 11 .267 71/2
Tuesday's Results
Indiana 100, Buffalo 94
New York 108, New Orleans
105
Philadelphia 114, Allenta 93
Washington 111, Seattle 109
San Antonio 113, Kansas City
107
Portland 109, Milwaukee 106
Denver 123, Detroit 113









Seattle at New Orleans
Buffalo at San Antonio
MEL IN SWEDEN—Alarm's Mel Purcell is shown in action as he looked last week in his quar-
terfinal match in the Stockholm Junior Tennis Open. Purcell, who was seeded third in the tour-
ney, lost a controversial and hotly-contested semifinal match last Friday. Purcell was the only
Junior tennis player from the United States chosen to represent his country.
(Photos covrte4 Scondinosion Airlines)
A New Way To Shop
Purchase District Warehouse
FURNITURE
419 South Fourth in Murray
(The Old Hosiery Mill Building)
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Bostock Asking Three
Million AsFree Agent
NEW YORK (AP) - What signed for."
.price_glory? Surprisingly, the Yankees
0ouId you believe more and California Angels, two of
than $3 million? the biggest winners in last
That's what outfielder year's free agent market,
Lyman Bostock is seeking for opened their offers for
a multiyear contract. Bostock with low bids, Jalil
Should Bostock achieve his said. However, since then,
lofty goal, he would surpass both teams apparently have
the highest baseball Erse {sant raised their antes.and still are
contract signed last year - in the financial battle for the
2.9 by:, outfielder Reggle..-pOpular outfielder, the agent -
Jackson of the New York indicated.
Yankees. Other clubs which could be
Bostock, the most popular among the finalists for
player in the recent're-entry Rostock are Toronto, San
free agent draft, is basing a Diego and Milwaukee,
great deal of his argument for Among the other teams who
the huge contract on his strong -drafted Bostock - the New
rirt -.336 batting-Melt lite5701lilanirefirca4(5
average, second best in the White Sox, San Francisco,
American League behind Baltimore and his old club,
-Minnesota teammate Rod
Carew's .388; 14 home runs
and 90 runs batted in.
Bostock, picked by the max-
imum 13 teams in the draft, is
expected to narrow the bid-
ding to six clubs later this
week, according to his agent,
Abdul Jalil.
Jail! said Tuesday that
Pittsburgh and Kansas City
already have been eliminated
from the Bostock sweepstakes
because their financial offers
were not comparable to those
of other clubs.
You can't ask a player to
consider signing for $1 mllllon
less with one club than he can
get from another," said Jalil.
"Right now, we have five
offers of over $2 million and
three offers that are better
Minnesota - all have
sidestepped the big money
stakes that the bidding has
reached.
"OVER THE HILLTOPPERS" -Murray State University senior captain Eddie McFarland of
"-Paducah presents Wendell Sheiton,- ROTC cadet, (left) with the football that ROTC students and -
faculty will carry the 130-mile distonce from Murray to Bowling Green prior to the Western Ken-
tucky-Murray football game. Approximately 30 runners will participate in the "Run Over the
Hilltoppers" beginning on Friday, Nov. 18. The runners are scheduled to arrive in Bowling Green
at 1 p.m. the following day in time for the football game. Another ROTC member, Frank
Palkoska, is at right
Blazers First To Win
10, Walton Scores 32
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Bill Walton stopped passing
and started 'shooting and
Portland won. Pete Maravich
kept on passing and New
'Orleans lost.
"I made a lot of stupid plays
passing the ball," said Walton.
than . what Reggie Jackson "At one stretch I made four
-41M11.111MIMIMIIIIIMMIIII=r— straight passes -to the other
team."
So Walton decided- he'd Ricky Sobers scored 23
better start taking his shots points, including a key three-
and wound up scoring 32/point play in the _last two
minutes, as Indiana snapped a
sixgame losing streak with its
first road victory of the
season.
Spurs 113, Kings 107
Larry Kenon scored 11 of his
game-high 23 points in a 32-
point third period that enabled
San Antonio to pull away to its
fourth straight victory.
George. ,Gert* the. NBA's
third leading scorer, added 19
for the Spurs, eight below his
average.
Bullets 111, Souics 109
Elvin Hayes scored 22 points
and reserve guard Kevin..
Grevey added 20 -__ for
Washington, which -handed
Seattle its 11th loss in 15
game?
Cavaliers 102, Lakers 95, OT
Cleveland'erased lin eight.
And the Texas Rangers al-
ready have spent more than $3
million in signing two free
agents, outfielder Richle Zisk
and pitcher Doc Mecfieli.
"A -lot of clubs eliminated
themselves by not being com-
petitive," said Jail. "There's
no sense negotiating with
someone who's not really
interested."
One interested party could
be Milwaukee. - - - -
Outfielder Larry Hisle,
another free agent who played
for Minnesota last season,
said he was leaning toward
signing with the Brewers and
would like Bostock to join him.
Thank You for your vote of con-
fidence in the Nov. 8 election. I





Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.-
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE 
.
For...home owner, apartment dweller; mobile hetne
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any. size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights;Insurance. - •
641 North, Center Drive
Near parkins Pancake House, behind Carl Howard Used Cars.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
 month $1 6°°
 month
  month $25®
 month $40"'
points as the Trail Blazers
heat the Milwaukee Bucks 109-
106 Tuesday night to become
the fit_t National Basketball
Association team with 10
victories. The defending
champions lead the Pacific
Division with a 10-2 mark.
-Walton, = scored his
season high, hit from the top of
the. key to give the defenpg
National Basketball
Association champions a 107-
104 lead with 1:07 to go..Aftq
Dave Meyers cat the lead to a
basket with a tip-in, Walton
responded with a hook shot
with 36 seconds left far the
final margin.
Maravich, meanwhile, was
guarded extra closely by New
York's Jim Cleamons all night
long and Went 4-fork, scoring
just 11 points as the Jazz was
beaten by the Knicks 108-105.
Maravich, the NBA's reigning
scoring king, had only 2 points
in the second half and did not
attempt a shot in the fourth
quarter, when the game was
up for grabs.
In other NBA games, the
Indiana Pacers edged the
Buffalo Braves 100-94, the
Philadelphia Thers beat the
Atlanta Hawks 114-93, the
Washington Bullets trimmed
the Seattle Super-Sonics 111-
109, the San Antonio Spurs
defeated the Kansas City
Kings 113-107, the Denver
Nuggets beat the Detroit
Pistons 123-113 and the
Cleveland Cavaliers topped
Educator, lecturer author and former Judge of Ballard County
Wickliffe, Ky
Do you have to count calories?
Or, do you have to weigh your food 3 times a day?
Instead let your mind do the work through HYPNOSIS
To assure reservations phone
HOLIDAY INN 753-5986
ONE DAY ONLY
At Holiday Inn - Special Room Murray, Ky
Date Friday Nov. 18th 1977
Alterocion Class 1 00 p in Evening Class 100
IF YOU WISH TO STOP SMOKING
OR
IF YOU WISH TO LOSE SOME WEIGHT
THEN ATTEND EITHER ONE OF THESE CLASSES
FEE: s25'' PER PERSON- CASH ONLY
LOSING WEIGHT
Over the years people that have
been hypnotised by Mr. Walters
for weight reduction have found it
very easy to lose 20, 30, 40 and if
they need to as many as 50 or 60
pounds, as the result of only one
hypnotic session. No follow-up
whateveris ever needed.
ON SMOKING
Cooperation on the part of the
smoker is the key to success in
curing the smoking habit through
hypnosis. Even the person that
has been smoking 50 years can be
stopped by hypnosis if their at-
titude is right.
ON TRAINING OF DOCTORS
Mr. Walters has trained quite a number of dentists, osteopaths and
Medical dOctors in hypnotic techniques during the past 34 years, over a
territory of 26 states. Furthermore he has also hypnotised patients for
the Los Angeles Lakers 102-95
in overtime. 76ers
71'ers 114. Hawks 93
Atlanta disappointed a
sellout crowd at the Orruu by
suffering its third loss in a row
after jumping off to an 8-1
start. "We can't cancel the
next 70 games," reasoned
Hawks Coach Hubie Brown,
"so we have to regroup."
Pacers 100, Braves 94
NEW ORLEANS ( AP -
The New Orleans Saints of the
National Football League
have signed defengve back
Wade Bosarge to replace
safety Jimmy Stewart, out for
the year with a knee injury.
Both players are rookies
from Tulsa. Bosarge, 5-foot-11
and 175 pounds, signed as a
free agent with Miami and
played seven games with the
Dolphins before he was
released.




. W L T Pts GF GA
10.3ri  3 23 60 34
8 5 3 15 38 36
5 8 2 12 45 61
2103 7 28 58
Adams Division'
9 3 2 20 51 37
8 3 2 18 50 35
ton 7 5 3 17 48 44
5 9 1 11 39 53
Patrick Division
Phila 9 3 2 20 61
NY Isl 7 5 5 19 54
AtInta 5 5 5 15 41
NY Rng 6 9 1 13 53
Smythe Division
S Louis 4103 11 4667
Minn 4 9 2 10 41 57
Tuesday's Results
Chicago I, New York Island
ers 1, tie
Washington 2, St. Louis 2, tie
Vancouver 5, Cleveland 4
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at New York
Rangers





Cleveland at Los Angeles
Thursday's Games
Vancouver at Boston
New York Islanders at Phila-
point deficit and sent the game
into overtime on John
Lambert's basket with 33
seconds left, then Campy
Russell snapped an 89-89 tie as
the Cavs went on to raise their
record to 9-3.
Nuggets 123, Pistons 113
Denver raised its home-
court record to 7-0 behind
David Thompson's 33 points
and Dan Issel's 24, including
10 in the final period.
By BERT ROSENTHIAlt
AP Sports Writer " •
NEW YORK AP) - Sweet-
siiiiiging Rod Carew of the
Minnesota rains, whose .388
batting_aiterige.was the hest
in the major leagues ic 20
years, today was named the
American League's Most
Valuable Player for the 1977
S-PAson.
The 32-year-old Carew,
winner of his sixth AL batting
championship and his fifth in
six years, received 12 first-
plaCe-votes and a total of 273
points in balloting by a 28-man
committee of the Baseball
Writers Association of
America. -
Ten other players collected
first-plate votes in the most
diversified voting in the 47-
year history of the award.
First place was worth 14
points, second place 9 points,
third place 8, etc.-
-Outfielder-Ai Cowens of the
Kansas City Royals was
named No. 1 on four ballots
and finished a distant second
with 217 points. Another
outfielder, Ken Singleton of
the Baltimore Orioles, gar-
nered three first-place votes
and was third with 200 points.
Designated hitter Jim Rice
of the Boston Red Sox finished
fourth and was followed by
four members of the world
champion New York Yankees
- third baseman Graig
Nettles, relief ace and Cy
Young Award winner Sparky
Lyle, catcher Thurman
Munson, last year'; mvp, and
outfielder Reggie Jackson.
Nettles received two first-
place votes, while Rice, Lyle,
asitansopieceest:otaanlodnglicwksithon'Carl hcaadBçston:otnerer.
nd
outfielders Starry Hisle of
Minn 
zernski of the Red Sot...s.
Never in the history Of .the
award had so .many players
received first-place votes.
"I'm thrilled, it's just
great," the usually low-key
Carew said by telephone from
his--Minnesota -home-, wheie-
his wife, Marilynn, is ex-
pecting their third child
Friday. "I'm just happy to
have gotten it.
"I didn't have myself
geared to winning it, because
so many other players had
such good years and I didn't
want to be too disappointedif I
lost," added the 32-year-old
first baseman. - •
Although Garewts.eiverage
was the highest in the majors
since Boston's Ted Williams
batted .388 in 1957 and he led
the big leagues with 239 hits
and 128 runs scored, one voter
- Doug Bradford of the
Detroit News-ignored him in
the MVP balloting.
Carew is the 16th player
from a non-pennant winning
team to capture the league's
MVP Award. The Twins
finished fourth in the AL West,
17i-2 games behind champion
Kansas City.
The left-handed hitting
Carew is the third Minnesota
player to win the league's
most prestigious award
Shortstop Zeilo Versalles was
the first, in 1965, and slugger
Harmon Killebrew won it in
1969.
Carew's six batting titles
-put him in tie -With Williams
for fifth place on the all-time
list, behind Ty Cobb r12),
Honus Wagner (81, Rogers
Hornsby (.7) and Stan Musial
47), - - - - •
"Ik:la last amazing,— said
Minna Manager Gene
Mauch. "He:has a long swing,
__ yet hit& theliatLallthr
His hand-eye coordination is
simply fantastic.
-"I believe he would hit .400 if
he played in the National „
League with all its artificial
turfs. Heck, he may even hit
.400 in this league."
Carew agreed with his
manager.
"I think .400 is possible,"
said the soft-spoken Carew.-"f
think if we (the American.
League) had artificial sur-
faces, I think I could do it. It
would take another great year
like I had this year, though.
"That's not to take anything
away from National League
pitchers," he added. "But I
think I would get more hits in
the National League."
No major leaguer has hit
.400 since Williams batted .406
in 1941.
Carew won his first batting
title in 1969 with a .332
average, then strung together
four in a row starting in 1972









I Trade In Your Old Range Today!• GENERAL ELECTRIC 1
ELECTRIC I
RANGE Is
FEATURES CONTINUOUS CLEANING OVEN
Easy-to-clean cooktop • Raised cooktop edge
•
catches spillovers • Bottom oven panel, racks
and shelf supports removable for cleaning •
Automatic over. timer, clock. stogriol buzzer, and
fluorescent top light • Rey $389 95 87 '266
ELECTRIC
RANGE
Giant sore oven • R•movable
oven door • Porcelain enamel
broiler pan and chrom. plated
rnck • Full width storage
drawer • Rotary infinite heat
surface unit controls • Reg
5249 95 87 261
Countertop size,. fi trots
everything from soup to
desserts in minutes in-
stead of hours Conve-
nient 20-minute timer
large 1,‘38 cv ft oven
cavity Easy to clean sinc• foods can't burn on
sides or bottom 87 249 7
0., °rid 
S001•••••st
so,. rotors G...4 A' ov•, 630 is,..ahour55 9-8 Mon. -Thurs.

























Crackers I lb 49'













Queen of Sco/ 1
Coffee Creamer 88'
$100
Bag 3 lbs 59'
59'
3 lb bag 69C

















Limit 1 Per Fumily
Dow
Ziploc Bags
Gal S,P 20 Ct bo.
59"
Expires 11 22 77












































































Limit 1 Per Family
Dove
Liquid
.12 or hof 694
Expires ii 22 77
Glod Ctn;v Ai Siorer
•
COUPOM













1,rd 3'6 At Stlfpv
COUPON
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FOOD VALUES






















18 lbs. & up
10 to 14 lbs lb
Swift Butterball 6 to 10 lbs
Turkeys
Roost R. te Self Basted
























Limit 1 Per (test. MTh i.3iJ ;tea.




Ground Beef lb 79C•
USDA Choice Bone In
Round Steak




























































































Last Week's Sue Hernngton







All local courts, including
police, magistrate, quarterly
and counV..Mlits. will be lat
of business at the first of the
year, vrtlen Mt new. district' menu,
portion of it to local govern-
court system is implemented. State law spells out the for-
mula by which the money will
be returned, the Department
for Finance and
Administration computes the
total amount of fees, fines and
forfeitures less the average
cost of operating each city and  
county court for the preceding
three fiscal years to obtain the
net court revenue. Then the
department computes the
"base ._ccuirt. revenue" of_ all .
local courts in a county to de-
termine what each county's
share should be.
The statute provides that
when any unit of local govern-
ment believes that "unusual
circumstances" adversely af-
fected the computation of base
court revenues, it may appeal
to the Finance Department
and -the department -may
adjust the computation.
Joseph L. Moore, director of
county fee systems in the Fi-
nance department, asked for
an attorney general's opinion
on what would constitute
unusual circ ces.
"The-statute peovle no ex-
press clue," replied Assistant
Attorney General Charles
Runyan.
He said the phrase would in-
clude any situation in which
the normal flow of court
revenue was stopped, delayed
or modified for any reason
during one of the base fiscal
years, resulting in a "sub-
stantial departure" from the
expected cash flow during the,
period.
,Runyan said interpretation
of the phrase must take into
account -the purpose of the
statute, which is to return an
equitable 'portion court-
generated revenue to cities
and counties over and above
court-related costs.
If a city or county is dis-
satisfied after appealing for
adjustment to the Finance De-
partment, it may take Its ap-
peal to- Franklin Circuit Court
— even though the statutes
don't provide for such an
action if the local government
can" prove the 'department
acted arbitraily, Runyan said.
The money once collected by
local governments from court
fines, fees and forfeitures will
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Circuit If Slighted After Change
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Local officials can go to
Franklin Circuit Cnurt if they
feel they are not receiving
their fare share , of Money
when the state takes over
operation of district courts in
Jan. 1, the Kentucky attorney




You get 16 shrimp,
cole slaw, french fries, cocktail sauce
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.
You get 16 boiled shrimp, cocktail sauce,
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.
Captain D's
seafood





































Heavy duty rubber with warm
boa lining. Slush molded con-
struction is guaranteed wa-
terproof. Sires 11-2, 3-6,
and 7-12.
YOUTHS,










Uses just 2 cups of oil to fry one or two servings
in a few minutes. No-Stick surface inside and out.

























with 8-track Jape player and
wide-range speakers: fea-
ture slide Controls, 5-posi-
tion function switch, 8-track





• Brew Control Dispenser stores, measures, and dis.-
penSes dround coffee- grew__ o.ntrgj, lets_yOu ad-
just amount of coffee from mild to strong, 2 to 10
cups. Cup Count shows amount dispensed. Has Off-
Brew/Warm switch. Use paper or permanent filter.










Regular or Unscented. REG. 1.77
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employes 9-9 NO11.-Se.
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Non-Accredited ChristianSchools WinCourt Round
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — last spring. The board later
Parents of children in non-ac- ordered a crackdown on
credited -Christian schools parents who send their
have.,won the latest round in children to. aznaccredited
their battle with the state schools.
Department of Education. The parents and church-re-
Franklin Circuit offictalic-who-catt
Henry Meigs continued_ themselves
Tuesday a temporary -Christiiiis," contend the
restraining order that blocks imposition of state standards
the state from prosecuting the on private schools is un-
parents on truancy law constitutional and violates
violations. Meigs set April 17 their, First Amendment
as the date for a trial to de- religious freedoms. -
termine the state's authority "This case really turns on
over private, church-affllipted.stata poster,"
schools. Ball argued. "The whole
About 50 parents d statutory scheme shows there
children filled the
Th_eaclay's. two-hour
hearing. &une parents. and
Christian  =boa- officials
William Ball, an attorney
for the parents, the schools
and the Kentucky Association
of Christian Schools, asked the
court "to maintain the status
quo and withhold the hand of
the state. . .to protect the
-religious liberty now being
enjoyed by. these children."
Toe group filed suragatitat
• the state and-Aced -
--settoarboarcis sftatrIbe state
Board of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education refused to




One way to conserve energy -
and save money at your house
might be to close up an un-
productive fireplace and
replace it with a wood or coal
stove.
mg_Ttyniod orcoal stoyes are
far more efficient to operate
than the conventional
fireplace, according to
thiton engineers with the M..
College of Agriculture.
-- With-a free-standing stove,
more of your heat radiates out
Into the room, and less heat
goes up the flue. At night,,you
can keep it burning low of
close up_the dam_pers and let it
go out. .
If you don't want to part
'at the _ h00103, 0f-.
an open hearth, look for a
stove model that gives you
that- option: — -
You can buy a stove With a
,tempered-glass
glass door, or one with doors
roma to be_Wt open part of
the time: Baine-oftlie open=
door models have a removable
Wlien'youliheestave;
be mire to allow safe
clearances between the stove
and stovepipe and all, bur-
nables. Remember that most
construction materials are
burnable if they get hot
enough. Eighteen inches lithe
'fire-code minlinum clearance
to _observe, but safety
engineers recommend 24
_inches for that extra margin of
' Set -your stove on an
asbestos stoveboard or
masonry platform that ex-
tends 18 inches all the way
around.
- It's often easiest to vent the
-stove into an oPenTig in-the
bricked-up or metal-blocked
front of the fireplace, giving
the stovepipe a slightly up-
ward slant. Install a 'damper
in stovepipe, unless the-stove
is an airtight model.
Use a fire-clay thimble if
you vent the stovepipe-into the
chimney -above -the- snail e,
and be sure to allow a Wooden
mantle safe clearance. -
Before installing your stove,
however, clean" out your
chimney and inspect it for
soundness. If it does not have
a flue liniag in good-condition,
youfll proliably need help from
a local heisting contractor or
plumber in safely venting
your stove. •
A New Fireplace
If you're planning to build or
do some remodeling, you
might consider -a.. fireplace
engineered to efficiently heat
several rooms, or even a
whole house.
Wood is reasonably-priced
and renewable fuel. Many
"wood-burning' families
further economize, and get a
lot of exercise in the process,









is no power by the state to
dictate standards to private
schools."
Ed Fossett, counsel for the
state education board, asked
Meigs to dissolve his Sept. 19
-restraining order :—
The main question in this
'ease is whether those stan-
dards prescribed by the state
are reasonable," Fossett said.
Parents and school officials
from Owensboro, -Lexington,
Somerset and Louisville testi-
fied they were obeying God's
will by sending their children






'I take accreditation as
meaning licensure or ap-
proval and I don't need ap-
proval by state government to
do something God has told me
To do,' Sad the Rev. C.C.
Renton of Somerset. "I have
chosen to obey God instead of
men."
Guy Goodell of the Taber-
nacle Christian School In
s Frankfort testified ,that min-
imum state. accreditation
standards .in areas such as
textbooks, - --teacher cer-
tification and physical
facilities often contradict the
FURNITURE VALUES FOR EVERY ROOM IN YOUR
HOME AT TRULY OUTSTANDING SAVINGS
Kwik Start
Battery Booster
Two Sided and formica tops with
18 desk drawers, two desk tops




with triple dresser, large mirror, 5 drawer
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One Only 77 I. Table 6 Chairs, China
Lighted Hutch, White Finish
Reg. '699.00
Start At




prulciplefundamentalists o  
Christians.
'The standards emphasize
the same things as the
secular, humanistic
manifesto," Goodell said.
"We have someone higher
than the state board getting
our standards and., that's
God," said the Rev. Eugene
Holmes of the- Qays Mill
Christian Academy in
Lexington.
Earl Mullins Sr., president
of the Kentucky Association of
Christian Schools and prin-
cipal of Portland Clwistian





Sofa, Upholstered Rocker, Oc-
casional Chair, Ottoman Nerculon
Q2 In Solid Pint Sloppy ,
Living Room
Suite




















state is using the accreditation
issue to try to put church-
affiliated schools out of
business.
-The state is equating ac-
creditation with the right to .
exist," said Mullins, whose
school is accredited.._
Fossett denied that, but he •
argued "there has been no .
clear showing" that anyone's a
constitutional rights are •
threatened.
Tuesday's hearing focused
on whether to continue the
temporary restraining order,
not on the overall issues of the
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Complete 3 pc set.
April.
Meigs said there seems to be
some validity to the First
Amendment arguments and,
at the same time, there is a
threat to the public interest
involving the state's corn-
pulsory attendance law.
''On balance, however, the
weight of the evidence falls in
favor of the plaintiffs "in con-
-tinuing the injunction, which
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ON MANY ITEMS LA1 1-  300/0 To 50%
-414 North Market St.
CLOSING WAREHOUSE MUST MAKE 
ROOM
FOR MORE STOCK




About 2,500 residents of
sogstern :Louisville got an
unexpected treat when they
were allowed to spend the
-night in thelrhotas.
They had been evacuated
Tuesday evening while work
crews righted two derailed
tank cars that contained
hydrocyanic acid, a chemical
that iorms deadly cyanide gas
when exposed to air. A third said, "I felt safer here than I
derailed car was righted would have at home." Another
--lbeforillitiVarnidleirbeg,an. joked that She didn't relish the
Originally, police said the thought or returning home
!evacuated arettitnestly-te-the--heeause at me -dirty dishes
a north of the derailment site, that awaited her.
would be sealed off between 7 Signs on the tank ears read:
Contest of Champions will be also shown sometime during the telethon. A 
TV station spokesman said that the • p.m. EST Tuesday and 6 a.m._ "POISON GAS. This car
eight-minute filmed full band halftime show would be aired shortly after th
e children from the Easter Seal Center -
— -appear. With-Mks Kay on Siinclay-morning. One perfcrnnanre by the jazz band
- will be seen in the early morning
'hours (between 3 a.m. and 5 a.m.) and another jazz bandfiumber will be aired du
ring the fmal three hours (10 a.m.
r to 1 p.m.) of the telethon Sunday. Joe Silk, director, said, "we are %Fry pleased at the invitation to participate in this _
-- --rfraiitable cause andhope that this year's telethon will be-especially s
uccessful." Pictured, left to right, side and
- Michelle. Kelly, saxophime; James.tiarti,son, drums;
 Tim Harrell,-guitar Marilyn 1-.1oward num-
-2J . pet- John Taylor, drum% James Morris.,saxophorte:Poug Patten, trombone; Chuck Wil
son, trombone; Mark Young,
trombone:. Dean Ilainsviorth,. yontbone;. Ricky Smith, trombone; John Nof
fsinger, saxophone; Kevin Allbritten,
drums: Steve Gough, saxophone; Brian Bartlett, trumpet Lynjohnson, trumpet C
harles Schaeffer, trumpet Vince
. Heise saxophone; front row, Deana Dailey, piano; Tina Steele, piano; Kay Adams, sax
ophone; Ben Moore, tnimp-et;
Sharon Outland, trumpet; Kevin Colson, trombone; Mike Cents, guitar Dwaine H
ampton, bass. Not pictured are
Kent Feersnleyer-alto-horm-Robert Whitmer, bass,-and Bill Leslie, trombone.
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FEATURED PERFORMERS—The Murray High School Stage Band taped session 
Monday night at the VVPSD-TV
station for the Telethon of Stars on November 19 and 20. A performance of the 
Murray High Marching Band at the
Evacuees Get Unexpected
Treat; Spend Night In Homes
Panel Views Pot As Treatment
For Glaucoma, Asthma
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
government advisory panel is
.considering whether doctors
iouldbe. ailowartO prescribe
marijuana for persons under-
ming chemotherapy or suffer-
decide whether marijuana has
medical value.
_The_panel._composeil of ex-
perts from outside the govern-
ment, will make a reccenmen-
associate director for
research in the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, said
marijuana is no panacea for
glaucoma, but has shown
glaucoma 




ffatif Jr. patients 
avoid nausea during
The —Fr and Tirtig 
 eeo
Adniinistration's Controlled Federal vftietals 
saY the—Y *thefriathenIPF"
a-
that pans out, the law
Substancei Advisark Coin- 
doubt: the Panel ,if
mittee was meeting today to mend a change now because
g be changed to allow
hear arguments on whether
the scientific evidence on 1"'""Y"....wi
of marijuana to
federal restrictions on
• short amarijuana is inconclusive, cancer 
patients "m as
'.4narijuana should be eased: deePttethe
Peraonal teetimorlY period as 
year, maybe,"
of aduneeuen like Randall. Petersen said.
health adviser, Dr. Peter G.like heroin and, LSD under 
Robert' C`.- :Nielsen; 
President Carter:R._
'federal drug abuse laws.
-13OCtots cannot pteseribe
_except in federally csintrolled
- ealie_r_tmente• -
Among the witnesses
arguing for medical use of
marijuana was Robert
Randall, a 29-year-old
- Vaueolna suffer er who gets a
'Weekly supply of pot from the
government in a test of its ef-,
&id  aye...pressure.
• Also testifying was a repre-
--Ientative of the National Or-
tion for the Reform of
arijuana Laws, which first
petitioned the government
five years ago to allow
medical use of marijuana.
NORML also favors deer-
iininalization of marijuana for
social use, but the FDA panel
has no jurisdiction over that
"This is our shot. This is the
ball game for us," said
,.NORML lawyer Peter
.:Meyers, who won a federal
..court battle last spring to
!force the government to
*-consider reclassifying
marijuana.
• The Justice Department's
:Drug Enforcement AdminLs-
ixration opposed any change in
;ithe law, but an appeals court
-,'said the secretary of health,




"Quick Billy," a 80-minute
colorlihnly Brie-ail/3e, will
be shown at Murray State
University Tuesday evening,
Nev. II, as-anOtTier -0Tc:di*
the Fine Arts Film Series.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in Room
423 of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the showing is
open to the public at no ad-
mission charge. It is part of a
series sponsored jointly by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at Murray State.
The 1970 film is considered
by many to be.Bsiille's-inict
important work. Like his other
abstract films, it involves the
experience of transformation
and centers around the
psychic journeys which shape
people's lives.
Done in four parts, it--ron-
sists of three parts struc-
turally derived from the
Tibetan Book of the Dead and
the fourth a Western segment
set in Kansas in 1863.
The film series project
during the year at Murray
State is .deaigned to pr
the sh-OWing-iuid
quality films and the exposure




WINCHESTER, Ky. ( AP ) —
Recreation staff officers of
national forests in 13 states
and Puerto Rico began a
three-day meeting Tuesday
for a series of discussions and
workshop, officials said.
The Daniel Boone National
Forest's staff headquarters
here were chosen for the con-




scheduled Wednesday to visit
recreation sites on the
Morehead and Stanton ranger
districts, the Red River Gorge
geological area, Gave Run





Martha Pitman,jeft, is publicity chairman and Marilyn McCuiston, right, is vice-
president of the Murray High School parent-teacher organization. Other officers in-
-Xs—clod* Carolyn-Bradshaw, president secretary.. Kay Dutlanil;_treasureg, Linda Jones;
membership chairman, Corrine Stripling yearbook chairman, Frances Johnson; high
school services, Sharon Wells and Kay Ray; frpitality, Tech Farrell, Barbara Erwin,
Lynn Stout, Nancy Walston; and teacher lgoreciation chairman, Penny Caortock and
Pat Harcourt. The high school P.T.O. is sponsoring a series of informal coffees to give
-parents an opportunity-to. nice& and. talk wiSkiihe PrincipaLatietAssistantpRrincipalar




Bourne, recently told HEW-
that he wants federal experts
to scrutinize objectively the
potential therapeutic we& s(.











Wednesday and that anyone
found there then would be
subject to arrest,
But th* Illinois Central Gulf
railroad tanker cars were
restored to--the tracks sooner
than 4-expected and .police
began. allowing the evacuees,.
to return to their- nes at
around 8:30 p.m.
None of the hydrOcyaiiie
acid leaked from the cars
during,, the uprighting
operation, police said. Each
car was full and contained
*about 11,000 gallons of acid,
Officials said. -
"There were no lea,,
whatsoever," " said Phil
Hogan,  senior production
supervisor- for—ErtfaMirdir
Nemours & Co. in Memphis,
Tenn., which produced the
chemical.
Police said -most of the
evacuees lived in the_aight:,
.blocksquare, which one




and businesses in the area
already had closed forthe day
when the ivacuatiOn began,
the spokesman said.
The evacuees, most of
whom went to the homes of
friends or relatives, didn't
seem too disturbed about the
minor inconvenience.
One woman, who went to a
Red Cross emergency shelter,
contains Hydrocyanic acid,
Liquefied, A Poison ... and A
Flammable Liquid." _
Hogan said the derailed
tankers -are heavily con-
sfructed constructed cars —
.built like a tank — with an
„outez.shell and a thick inner
shelt----The cars .- are -
pressurized, keeping' the
contents liquid."
Earlier in the day, firemen
and train crew members on
the scene appeared un-
concerned. One said, "It it
hasn't leaked yet, it's not
going to."
Sterner!, Deats, head
brakteman on the 46-car train,
said a crew was busy with
switchinu_ operations -at--
Minois Central's Oak Street
yards "when it (the train)
went into emergency."
Officials said they didn't





• 1.7 peak h.p.
1.79_ VCAAA Rating) .
• I (rqUarf bad ariadity "
• Rides on a cushion of





• All Steel Agitator Steel Beater Bars
• Replaceable Brushes
• Adapts to any carpet automatically
• 3 Position Handle to easy to steer,
• Edge Cleaning Suction Power
It Beats, As It Sweeps,
As It Cleans!
-1.W of the tankers had only
one wheel off the track. It was
the first to be uprighted and
taken away. -
Working by floodlights in a
light drizzle, work crews used
cranes to upright the other two
cars.
The tankers were en route
from Memphis to a customer
in West Virginia, Hogan said.
He said' hydrocyanic acid,
which also is called prussic





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Tobacco sales warehouses re-
port heavy burley crops with
supplies arriving steadily, ac-
cording to the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Associ-
,ktion,
- Sales begin Monday and
weighing officially began last
Friday. The association,
citing U.S. Department of
Agriculture figures, estimated
this year's crop at 641 million
pounds, up slightly from the
October estimate, but well
below last year's 654 million
pounds.
Warehouses this week re-
ceived new price support
grade schedules from the
association, following federal
approval of 1977 figures.
Average supports are 8 per-
cent higher than last year, to-
taling $1.17 per pound, com-




• Instant rug .adiystment
r p44)ow to creep-Tait-kg:
i-- •
• Big disposable bag.
• Edge-cleaning
suction power.








poultry and cattlefeed sup-
plement and the blue dye used
in making jeans.
"It's a fairly basic- In-
dustrial chemical," he said.
''The range of end products is
innocuous, thought it is a
hazardous substance."
The evacuated area waS
bounded by Breckinridge
Street on the south, Walnut
'Sfrtet on the north, Seventh
Street on the east and 15th
Street on the west, police said.
"Because of the closing
down of all the businesses ( at
the end' of the day), we didn't
have much of a problem,"
said Police Lt. Charles
Rogers. "It has not been an
exodus of any sort, not a mass
exodus. It has been fairly
normal — people getting off
(work) and going home."
The Red Cross set up
shelters. at two schools, but
they received only-limited use.
Two Men Rob
Lexington Hotel
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two men, one armed with a
sawed-off shotgun, robbed a
hotel here early Tuesday after
tying two employes with
adhesive tape, police said.
Dave Beckering, who was
on duty at the lobby desk of the
Campbell House Inn, told
police one of the thieves ap-
proached him, requested
change for a dollar, and his
partner then raised the
shotgun.
Beckerini and a bellhop
then were -taken into a rear
office and bound, police said.
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Firebugs Plague Troops In Strike Bound London
LONDON ( AP) — Firebugs,
hoaxers and "some idiot with
a transmitter" are plaguing
the '10,000 troops answering









. mien be submitted




submitted by 12 noon
publication.
The soldiers are being
badly hindered by hoax calls
especially," said a Home
Office spokesman.
Scotland Yard reported half
-the 296 alerts in London Tuear
day were false alarms, double
the normal total.
Althorities ih GlasgoW, Liv-
erpool and the sprawling Mid-
lands industrial bell around
Birmingham made similar re-
ports.
"Chasing after these false
alarms is wearing my men out
and sapping their morale,"
said Col. John Drurrunond, the
military fire rhiof in Glasgow.
One of his men was trapped
under -a -firetruclr that over-
turned on an icy road an-
swering: a hoax cal - - -•
Scotland Yard said -pelf&






1300 Johnson, Murray 759-1234
I wish to thank each and every individual who
supported me in the recent election. Your
thoughts and kind wishes will make a difficult
lob much easier and I appreciate all that you
have done. Let us all come together, forget dif-
ferences of opinion, and work to make an out-
standing community even better to paraphase
the late John F. Kennedy, "Ask not what our
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Some 30-of the military fire-
fighters were injured
Tuesday, the Home Office
said.
Police reported several
cases of arson, the worst at a
school in Birmingham. The
building was badly damaged
before troops put out • the
flames.
The Home- Office -said a
radio channel linking the
London control center with
mobile senior fire officers who
are not on strike was jammed,
aptorently deliberately.
"The waveband was
unusable for some time and
caused a lot of problems," a
spokesman said. "Some idiot
with a transmitter is
responsible. He caused a lot of
trouble and interfered with
crucial communications. We
are taking steps to trace the
transmitter and resolve the
trouble."
Strikers began picketing the
army's emergency fire
stations Tuesday night to stop
the 4,000 fire officers not on
strike from aiding the
soldiers.
"We won't stop the sokiiers
answering alarms," said a
spokesman for the Fire Bri-
gadeir Union, but we want to
stop members of the file serv-
ice working with the army."
Some of the strikers aban-
qioned the picket lines tempo-
rarily Tuesday to help troops
Eight fires where lives were in
danger. But a strike leader
stressed: "These were ex-
ceptional cases. The strike
will go .on."
- The 33,000 striking firemen
want a 30 per cent hike in their
weekly pay which averages
1115. Honie-SeCrelary Merlyn
Rees told the House of Com-
mons Tuesday the govern-
ment will not lift its counter-
inflationary ceiling of 10 per
cent on wage increases for
them.
CrosswQrd Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Before • ,_-._ .
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Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products
Spa-
I REMEMBER WHERE WE
‘• WERE SO WE CAN PICK IT
UP IN THE MORNING
_70 JUAOLE PATROL.MQ.., „TO 714E PRINCES OF PIE MISTY
 AfOlINTAIN5 (STILL LIVIA. IN THE
I521 CENTURY)...
*We will not accept BankAmericard during this sale
We truly appreciate the patronage and loyalty shown to us during the past 35 years.
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0: Mrs. _T. .11., 53-years-
old and mother of three
Children wham has
nursed, writes that she has




about the use of X-rays to
diagnose early breast can-
c and aboutilie potential
danger of their increasing
the incidence of breast
malignancies. • - -
- A X-ray technique
mammography ) remains
Itle. _most reliable test  jai
diagnosing early breast
cancer. It may be observed
on the X-ray film when the
growth is too small to be
_felt on manual examina-
tion of the breast.
„ Admittedly, X-rays have
a-rrald Carthame,* .eff ect
that is increased slightly
'with each additional X-ray
examination. This effect
tins-been Jesse' . in recent.
years by the use of im-
proved X-ray equipment
and filters.
All women who have a
family history of breast
cancer ias'in a Mother or
sister i should have per-
iodic_ examinations by a
• physician. He will likely
recommend a mammo-
gram about once a year Of
earlier if signs a trouble
.how up.
In women under 40 years
- of 'age, self-examination-
Includes Salad Bar, Choice of Potato,
and Hush Puppies. -
Regular Menu Price $3.25










and an annual checkup by
a physician are adequate.
Of .course, if a --mass or
nodul or nipple discharge
appears, she should be'ex-
amined promptly. Usually
iifootine mammograms. are
not advised in these
younger women and are
reserved only as an addi-
tional diagnostic step if
suspicion arises that a
growth may be present as.
determined by, manual _
examination.
Because the evidence of
breast cancer increases
-Vicifi'a-g-e,- -annual- 'X-ray -
screening in women over
50 years is considered ap-
propriate and worth the
mild carcinogenic effect of
the X-rays. Their risk is
less than letting an early
malignancy go unnoticed
and possibly allowing it to
spread beyond the breast.
Experts-iithreast cancer,
are debating the • proper
handling of women be-
twkn 40 and 50 years of'
age who have no family
histOry of the disease.
Some physicians feel that
regular self-examination
and periodic iânnual ) pal-
*palion._of the breasts by a
physician are adequate
and safe, using X-rays only
in suspicious cases. Other




Mammary cancer is less
in mothers who have
pursed their babies, such
as -you have done...
More women .are dying
of mammary cancer be-
cause they failed to have.
breast X-rays to aid in
early diagnosis than are
being endangered by can-.
cers caused by mammo-
grams. Nevertheless, this
procedure, though very
useful, has to be used cau-
tiously and wisely as de-
scribed.above— .
Other tests, such as on a
blood sample_look promis-
. . -
of breast cancers, but
these are not yet available
for general use.
Baby Boy Hayes (Motirl
Mary), 33614 Bison St., Pads,
Tn., Baby Boy,Brown (Mother
Gloria), Box 27, Dexter, Baby
Boy Bethune (Mother Katie),
P.O. Box 802, Paris, 1'n.
11131C41SSAIS --
Miss R. Michenne Wallace,
Shady Oaks, Murray, Mrs.
Kimberly K. Mans, Rt. 3,
Benton, -Mrs. Janice C.
Wilson, 1500 Oakhill, Murray,
Jimmie D. Oliver, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Robert R.
Rains, 114 N.. 17th., Murray,
Mrs. Brenda M. Gilbreth, Rt.
2, ' Big Slindy, -Tn., -Mrs.
Elizabeth A Peach, Rt:-2, Big
Sandy, -Tn., Mrs. Joyce L.
Noel, Rt. 1,-.Kirksey, Miss
Yvonne L." Miller, 6660 Eliz.
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Rebecca
A. Brandon, Rt. 2, Hazelf- Mrs.
Karen A. Byars and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5, Bentonj4rs. Sarah
H. Panzera, Box 2025 Univ.
Stat., MSU, Robert B. Myers,
Rt. 1, Henry, Tn., Mrs. Mavis
S. McCr9ery, Rt. 5, Murray.
CONSIDER THE SQUID
WASHINGTON (AP) - Al-
though the squid isn't the favor-
ite dish of many Americans, it
is considered a delicacy, in
many partS of the world_
Dr. Paul Singh of the Univer-
sity of California says Italians,
Greeks, Spaniards, Portuguese,
Chinese, Japanese; and South
Americans have feasted- on the
squid, which is a good-source of
protein, for centuries.
Singh regards the squid as a
valuable source of protein. He
cites studies that estimate the
potential global catch for squid
-taay -be-from-100 iaillion to .300-
-million tons a year, without
depleting stocks. In 1976, the in-
a
Thanks for your contributi2ns to the Murray































Carlos Black Paint Contractor
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Over 100 Door Prizes
Plus many audiorlitems including DU Wildlife Prints, Motor Bike' .DU Gun, and many, many more.
Everyone Welcome'
Ducks Unlimited Annual Banquet
6 PM Thurs. Nov. 1,7,1977
Murray Country Club
STP OIL 15,000 Miles Between Oil Changes
MIL ---
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Call Of Strike Goes Out To Traditionally Independent U. S. Farmer
By M.41 11GY McCAY . costs to produce. expected to produce, "'he said. this thing. I feel we're going to of the steel made in The United "We want a reasonable former Georgian, said every- Lee said the most that farm-Assodated Press Writer "We're working for one The movement to unite come out of this with support States. If it goes to the 14th, profit," said Tommy Carter of thing bad that can happen in ers can do is call attention toA call to unite and strike has common goal — 100 percent of farmers appears to be like you woukin' t believe." this thing is going to shake this Alma, Ga. "How many corn- farming happened in Georgia their problems.gone out to the traditionally in- parity for all products that we spreading. Farmers in American Agriculture has nation to the core." mon workers and laborers this year.dependent American farmer produce," said Dale Schroder, Washington, Nebraska, named Dec. 14 as strike day. Panty, the issue on which "From drought to army "I personally think that theywould be willing to get 64 per-- and there is evidence he is a spokesman for the fledgling Kansas and Georgia have Farmers have been asked to the strikers have focus, is a cent of the salary they should worms to aflatoain (a fwigus
will focus a lot of attention on
listening. — —group. staged marches and "trac- withhold all produce from the term ta. si 4 
cused
...", be reeetving? Well, that's which attacks corn and soy- the situation — and that's allThe appeal - comes from' "We ask for no subsidies; toteades" to call attention to market- and to boycott all but ‘Price for f products in what we get for our crops." beans) --'-'!'all bat about 30 they can hope tb do. To exciteAmerican Agriculture, a we're willing to take our their plight. essential goods after that relation to the farmer's cost of , counties have been declared the consumer is all for naught.
group of disgruntled farmers chances with the elements. "We're getting really strong date. _ They need to convince the
in Colorado who say they are But we want a contract from in about 30 states," said "We're not going to buy a October were just under 65 strike supporters. Larry I..ee, Few observers give the Congressional people; they
tired of selling their - tmilo, the government as to how- Schroder. "And I think well- damned • thing," Schroder percent of parity for most spokesman for the National strike much chance of suc-
wheat and corn for less than it muchany individual farmer is have a really good turnout _on  said. "We colistiO t _products. Pork Producers Council and a „ess. 
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HIGHWAY 641---MUR Y, KY lome items not exact! as ic turea
We have more hunting items than any other area store...all at discount prices
QAISY AIR- POWERED RIFLES
50 SHOT
DAISY MODEL 25 PUMP
Daisy pump gun famed for B8 shooting tun tor fifty years, indoors and outdotes. Ta68
down barrel tor easy storage and carrying. Famous Daisy PulnO. Cocking action Forced
teed 50 shot repeating action controlled velocity Rear sights adsistable for windage
. and elevation Heavy gauge steel barrel, super strength molded wood grained stock






Red B. I I MEM —Banquet
toce•Up Reg. 16.95
Special i4










Vanilla Caramel, Fudge Coconut Dips. Coconut
Rainbow Bites, Coconut Bon Bons
12 es. Bag
Sale Your Choice67








44" length with peak weights of 40 to 60
lbs on the same bow. 50% break off,
variable draw length of 284" to 304.," A
laminated limb compound bow with
quickly adjustable peek weights of 40-45-
50-55-60 lbs. Fast acting and double
tapered for top performance, easily
relaxed for string change or storage
Magnesium handle, light weight so-
centric suspension system. Pre-drilled





Sunny Citrus. Herbal Bouquet




No nicks, cuts, scratches, microgroove heads for
super Hate shave, floating heads, self shar-







For relief of nasal congestion head colds. sinus
Pack of 12 timed capsules
Variety of sizes, materials
S. finished, nice gift.

























With 2 Cricket Disposable
Butane lighters A perfect





Sole $ 1 °9







Choice of writing tablet, envelopes,










Adds moisture to dry indoor air, adds steady
flow of cool vapor tor 12 to 20 how's Model
240
5

















































Fits double bed, roaclune washable outornatTally
adlests to changes nt ream temperature
Dual Control Single Control
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Arthur E. Birke Of
Murray Route- Five
Dies At Hospital-
Arthur E. Birke of Murray
Route Five died Tuesday
afternoon at St. „Thomas
Hospital in Nashville, Tn.
Born August 13, 1916, in St.
Loula.blio., he was 61 years old
at the time of death.
He had been employed as uk
L.001 and die maker at Fisher-
Price in Murray and attended
'Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Survivors include his 'Wife,
MerVii-•• One irin -Robert, who
lives ,in California; two
daughters, Marianne Petero,
who lives in St. Louis, Mo.,
and Beryl, who lives in
Murray; one sister, Gertrude
Webber, who lives in St. Louis,
Mo.; five grandchildren.
A memorial serv.ce will be
conducted at 10 a.m. on
Saturday-Nuvam_ber 19, at
Imrnanueb. Lutheran Church
with the Rev. Robert A.
Brockhoff of Murray ancrithe
Rev. Ronald Schoo of St.
Matthew's Church, Paducah,
officiating at this service. The
family request that ex-
-pressions of sympathy be
memorial contributions to
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Mrs. Rethi▪ e Mathis
Dies At Home With
Rites On Thursday
Rethie Mathis of "
Benton Route Five died
Monday at five a.m. at her
bottle, She was 76 years of age




two daughters, Mrs. Mildred
Jones, Allen Park, Mich., and
Mrs. Barbara Click, Taylor,
Mich.; nne son, Dillard
Mathis, Benton; five grand-
children.
ner see ees
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the Union Ridge Baptist
Church with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts, the Rev, C.
C. Brasher, and the Rev.
*Ward Beasley -officiating.
Paltbettrers wilt be Bobby
Joe Odom, Charles Odom,
Leroy Clark, Howard
Anderson,' Toy Clark, ' and
Tom Pace. Burial will folio*
in the Union Ridge Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-




Louisville and Karen Hinuner
of Cabokia, Ill., both juniors at
Murray State University, will-
present -a joint recital • on -the
campus on Sunday, Nov. 20.
Scheduled to begin at 2 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Dole Fine Arts
Center, the program will
feature works by Bach,
Honegger, Lloyd, Schubert,
and Tcherepnin.
Miss Gibson, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Gibson of 5203 Venus- Drive,
- Louisville. will play flute in
-the recital: She-ia a-member .of.
Sigma Alpha Iota,
professional women's music
fraternity and the MS1/ or-
chestra, symphonic band, and
wind sinfonietta. .
Miss Himmer is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Himmer of 2445- Lorraine
Drive, Caboltia. She will play
. percussion instruments in the
recital: She s--member 4--
Sigma lpha • Iota,
professional women's music
fraternity and the Music
Educators National Con-
ference. Miss Himmer has
performed with the MSU
orchestra, percussion en-
semble, brass choir, and the
wind sinfonietta.
Miss Gibson is. majoring in
flute and Miss Himmer's
major is music education with
emphasis in percussion.
Toy H. Outland Is




Robert W. (Bob) Basso,
area manager of the Southeast
Dairy Industry Association,
Nashville, Tenn., will be the
speaker tomorrow at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. ,
Besse, who was born on a
dairy farm in Wisconsin, was
Toy H. Outland of Murray
Route Three, Pottertown
community, died Tuesday at
6:05 p.m. at OW Armour
Nursing Home, Paducah. He
was 72 years of age and a
farmer.
The Calloway man was a
member of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church_ Bern_
'December 17, 1904, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William David
Outland and Mary Ada Jones
Outland ------------
He is survived by two
brothers, Elbert P. Outland,
Murray Route Three, and
Finis Outland"; Cape Girar-
deau, Mo.
The funeral will be held
tfturidaY- at tw-O-psii. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial -to
follow in the Outland
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home aftet six p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Seitice
November 16.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes? Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 799 Est 585 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.50 higher Sows steady 50
;JO-330 lbs
US 1-3 900-240 Ths
US 2-4240-280 lbs
US 3-4 200-200 I tss -
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3300-450 lbs
US 3-3450-650 lhs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs ,










Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1,
down 0-.1: '
Below dam 312.6, down 0.1.
' Barkley Lake, 7 a.mit 354.7,
up 0.3.
Helew dam 3194, g. ,
Sunset 4:47 p.Th. Sunrise
11-.36 - -•-
ROBERT W. BASSE
manager of the Hermitage
View Fax-in at Old Hickory,




He received his un-
dergraduate degree in dairy
science from Oklahoma State
University at Stillwater, and
was for four years Tennes.see
state -manager— -of the
American -Dairy Association
before taking his present
assignment-in 1968.
To be presented by - the
club's Farm-City Committee,
Basse has just Served as state
--coordinator for a referendum
to request dairy farmers to
support the American Dairy
Association program at a
higher level and which passed
-with-a- 72-percent majority.
• -
• 1 • •• .4t
.1•4*- 4.••-
,T•••••-
SC Ott Seiber, Murray, 1-VA Land BetyCeen The Lakes forester. exPlains the method
used to age a tree and determine growth rate using an increment bore to a grotto of
junior high and high school students from Marshall County. The foresty field day, held
recently at Land Between The Lakes, TVA' 170,000-acre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee was jointly sponsored 13% Westvaco, Wickliffe, Ky.;
the Kentucky Division of forestry : the Kentucky Agriculture Service Extension; and
TVA's Land Between The Lakes.
(TVA photo by Robert Duncan)
Consiners Don t Reali2e --
There Is Energy Crisis,
TVA Board Member Says
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Consumers ignore pleas for
energy conservation because
_they do not realize there is an
energy crisis, a niember of the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
save money and energy "by
their failure to invest in
energy conserving equipment,
and by overheating their
buildings. in winter, and
overcooling them in sum:
board of directors says. mer."
"Here - sits America -with- Essentially, Freeman said,
Winnebagos at 5 miles per the "energy crisis is an oil
',gallon still clogging the high- -crisis."
Quoting President Caner,
Freeman said the . United
States will have to spend $550
billion a year for imported oil
by 1985 and that "we will live
constantly in fear of em-
bargoes.
"We could endanger our
freedom as a sovereign nation
to act in foreign affairs,"
Freeman said. "Within 10
ways. in sontroer, with the
airwaves full of tB traffic
among drivers trying to beat
the 55-mile-anhour speed
Limit," S. David Freeman said
Tuesday in a speech prepared
Or delivery to the Governor's
Energy Awaoreness Con-
ference.
- Since the Arab oil embargo-,
Freeman said, "the Western
other' - •iniTffs
while, at the same time,
meeting clean air standards.
He said TVA and Kentucky
have been working on the
possibility of a major energy-
industrial park, • where a
complex of facilities would
supply electr,kity and produce
"clean fuels' and chemical
feedstocks from coal. •
Firefighters Plot Tactics
In Raging LA Brush Fire
LOS ANGFIN-S (AP) —
Moist sea breezes replaced
-hot, dry desert winds early
today as firefighters plotted
tactics to beat a raging brush
fire stalemated in a canyon
only three miles from ex,
pensive lleachfront homes.
A spokesman for the . Los
Angeles County Fire
Department said that the
firefightera would "throw. 
everything we have at it"
today. -
Mere-thee 300 firemen used
hand tools Tuesday night to
heck a 21;mile Tire line
the dense, tinder-dry brush in
the rugged Santa Monica
Mountains just 30 miles west
of downtown Los Angeles.
Six firefighters were in-
jured. Mike Eubanks, 25, of
the Los Angeles County Fire
Department, wat reported in
critical condition in Westlake
Hospital after a tractor rolled
Four men received minor
injuries when they were
singed by a wall of fire that
swept over their truck. A sixth
man collapsed, apparently
from exhaustion and spoke
inhalation:- -
The blaze — the second ma-
jor fire in two days in the same
drought-parched hills —
began at mid-day Tuesday
when searing winds from the
desert -fanned a fire in an
illegal dump, fire officials
said. The -blowihg sparks
ignited -brush around the -
dump.
Miller originally said the
dump fire had been
-smoldering for several weeks.
But early today, fire in-
formation officer Roy Talbot
said witnesses" saw- a man
start -a fire in the dump
Tuesday and that the area was
not burning earlier.
The leap-frogging 11AMeSs
which for a time Tuesday
were burning 200 acres an
hour, had blackened ma*
than 2,000 acres — about 3%
square miles — true) by
early today, Mier said
Dense black smoke
billovring out of the canyons
was v.klit)le for more t4.111. 20
Micei throighoutibe clay, ani
a heavy pall hung over
downtown Los Angeles.
About 200 homes scattered
in the sparsely populated,
rural canyons above the
beaches were evacuated.
Several structures had been
reported destroyed, but Miller
said the lire department had
no confirmation 'whether
•these were issues-or ether-
Firefighters got the best of
the fire shortly after sunset,
when winds tapered off from
the 20-40 mph gusts that had
prevailed thro* the day..
Maier said-humidity was ii-
percent Tuesday and was ex-
pected to drop to that again to-
day, after reaching 40 percent
overnight.
"Anything below 30 percent
is an extreme fire danger,"
Miller said.
Buses took 150 boys from-
Camps Kilpatrick and Miller
and 150 men from Camp 13, all
county detention homes in the
hills near the fire, to a Red
Cross evacuation center set up
at an elementary school near
the ocean.
At gallant during the day,
worried fire officials
predicted, "It's definitely
going to the ocean.
The latest daze broke out as
firefighters encircled 1 1,200-
acre fire which sprang up
Monday- in- the- Topangs
Canyon, about 20 miles west of
downtown. That fire was
declared contained shortly
after noon Tuesday, and men
and maehines were quickly
shifted to the new fire.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock' al local Interest at
noon today figniihed to the Ledger &
Times by!. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
a.? follows:
Indus. Av.  -3.73
Airco Wili -1/2
Air Products 27% -%
Am. Motors 4 -%
Ashland Oil 31%snc.
AT&T - II% +%
' Ford Motoree.   46 —4%--- -
den. 30% -214
-- Gen. CZ:n 1M  KM tine .
Gen. Tire 33% 4- %
Gocidffeb  - — - 7214 -i-%
Gulf Oil 36% Je
IBM WO% -%
Peimwalt . 34% -%
Quaker Oats WS unc.
Tappan 745 unc.
Western Union 17% unc.
ZenithZadisi- -----.— -- la%
Priostof stadia( local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by Pint of Michigan, Corp., of
Mirray, are es followst -
Heublein Inc, . 25 +%
McDonalds Corp. 4945 -I%
POInSeeon Systems 15% +%
Kimberly Clark 39% k4
Union Carbide 49% unc
WM. Grace RN -%
Texaco 17,4 unc
General E2ec. 52114 -%
GAF Col 9% unceorgiaicific
30% -AS
Pfizer 26% unc
Jim Walters 29% unt
Kirsch 19% unc
Disney 39% -%
Franklin Mint 8% -%
powers have tightened their 'import enough oil from any
belts- and found ways to use country, at any acceptable
less oil. But not the United Price." ,
States." Carter has asked TVA to
"... Service stations will serve as a "proving ground" •
ftli,er up _ anitthemitplenty_ itornonerrating energy .con- ..
gi've-A-ni a free car Wash if you for-  ' various - Prefeeta_:
of gas," Freeman said. servation and-the use of more
-As long as consumers don't abundant forms of energy,
feel any pinch at the gas Freeman said. -
Freeman -said (I ina jor part 'pump, they can and do ignore .
the pleas fOr conservation and of TVA's demonstration '
energy action," he added. program involves developing
Freeman said consumers methods of burning_ high-
are missing opportunities to sulfur coal — like the kind
found in western Kentucky —
Most Fireplaces Are
Energy Saving Duds
Whin- ir c'o-mes to using
energy efficiently, mast
fireplaces are duds.
At best, a run-of-the-mill
fireplace is lonly about 20
percent efficient. For some,
it's more like 10 percent.
Extension engineer s with
the UK College of Agriculture
claim you could even come up
with a minus reading on many
fireplaces that siphon warm
air out of the house all night
after the- fire goes out.
Elena Canavier, NEA, Washington, D.C. leads a group
discussion on the "future Role of State Arts Agencies in
Crafts Programming" during the recent meeting of State_ .
Arts Agency Administrators Conference on Crafts, held
at Brandon Spririg Group Camp in TVA's Land Between
*The takes. The attendees discussed audience develop-
ment, marketing, and field services at the conference,
sponsored by TVA rd-thr•Artl rnamtivOritirof "Muth
Carolata, Tennessee, and Kentucky.— .- •.
...,,:..
Short of closing off your
fireplace completely and
replacing it with a far more
useful wood or coal stave,
there are Several ways the
engineers say- you can boost
its energy efficiency: _
—Install —an "energy" or
"thermal" grate—or another
type of unit designed to cir-
culate heat- hack into the
[00111.
—Fit your fireplace opening
with a tempered-glass- door,





hardwoods like oak, kiclsqry,
ash atidsycartiOre. They burn
longer and more slowly than
soft woods like pine. A roaring
fire doesn't use wood
economically. It also deposits
more soot on the inside of the
flue.
—When your fire is out,
close the damper to stop the
siphoning action of the flue. If
there is no damper, stuff the
opening with insulation bet-
ting or wadded-up newspapers
(but don't forget it's there).
Or, instead of closing damper,
• cut a piece of metal to fit over
The fireplace opening., so you
won't have to hang around
until the fire is out.
—Install a fresh-air duct to
the fireplgqe, if possible. A
burning sets up a draft that
can keep pulling furnace-
heated air out of the rest of the
house. Unless you supply
combustion air from outdoors,
that cozy fire often uses up
more warm air than it glve1
back.
—Otherwise, lower- your
thermostat set)ng and close
doors to the rest of-the kluge
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realistic battle sounds, digital scoring. Made on
US. A...63-518-8




The Six Wilton Dollar Man w
- the Bionic eye ond new Pi,-
. onic grip thot lifts on I•beam
her new Mission purse Both
with removable Bionic mod
ules. 72-638, 72-638-3








A-qt. cooker saves tine ont.1
energy. Sp•ed cooks ond
te iros Reg t5 11107
50 211 -
Sale Prices Good thru Sc;turdoy at Over 650 Stores
Throughout the South SBuThArest.-
Bet-Air Center 9.9 Fri. & Sot.





10-pc includes Bush plane,
pontoon boat with motor (plane
attached to boat makes a sea
-plone41-eWeetroln velweie, fiver --
ger, pilot, woodsman. dog, tow
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IN PREPARATION—A second grade class at South-
West Elemenrary works on a tom-tom rhythm section
the class- wiltuse-rfor-an Wien. dance in =injunction —
with a PTC conference.
WEIGHING IN—Joy
Widrop *eight in and
measures all first graders in
Calloway County School
System. Here she weighs
Mary Ann Turner.
STUDY TRANSPORTATION—Stisdents Southwest
Elementary study scientific developments in tran-
sportation. Miss Winnifred Mitchell, a student teacher
at Southwest directs a second grade reading unit on
airplanes. Brad Houston points out the correct
helicopter to Charles Martin. •
STUDY SYSTEM—The eight graders at Southwest
Elementary School have just completed a unit on the
U.S. Constitution. In -order to better understand the
judicial branch of government, the students wrote and
performed trials. Students served as witnesses, bailiffs,
defendants, defending and prosecuting attorneys and
jury members hire The leacher Miss Susan Ramp Was --
judge. Students pictured are (from left) Rolan Conoley,
Anitra Murray, Alan Arnet, Sheila Irvin, Gary ktarr,
Danetta Morris, Jerry McClure, Lori Lovins and Vic
Story.
Schools Observe Education Wee
- DURING EDUCATION WEEK—This is American Education Week and today The
Murray Ledger 84 limes presents a series of pictures from two county elementary
schools showing varied education activities. Other photo4eatures are slated
throughout the remainder of this week. American Education Week, a nationwide an-
nual observance held since 1921, seeks to encourage local citizen support and active
participation in the improvement of education. This year's theme is "Working
-Together for-Education' and it will stress the joint efforts-of...teachevs; students and . •
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EDUCATION MEANS—Ed- ture, education can owl
ucation has many more mean learning about
meanings other than the photography.
traditional "readin', writin'
and arithmetic." The pictures
above from North Elemen-
tary help illustrate the point.
In the top photo, principal
James Feltner works to
coordinate education at
the school; in the center
photo, education can mean
swinging a bat in a physical
education or recreation






Flom & Hearth Health Foods
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PHONICS FUN—Ruth Calhoun's reading readiness class at Southwest Elementary
participates in a dass called "Phonics Fun." Here they cut and paste pictures with the
beginning sound of "M" on Mr. Moon. Students pictured (from left) are: Stephen Wed- --
ding Jane Ann Cook, Scott Robinson, Johnny Newberry, Mrs. Calhoun, Leslie Pritchard
,andBrentllunlap:
Mihirray Ledger & Times
Section B — Page One
011IF





Mfflions of caffein-conce-rned.Arnericans have. switched to SANKA4 Brand
_ DecaffeIngaci Qpffee because it gives them the greatcoffee taste they love but •. _ _ _ _
doesn't make them nervous or tense. Now you can Save Money whire Oroving
to yourself that you don't need caffein to get great-tasting coffee.
00.111111. POMO
INTRODUCING NEW DRIP-MATIC:"
Now you can have a perfect
CUP of SANKA® automatically!
Decaffeinated Coffee
Finally, a decaffeinated coffee made especially
for all automatic drip coffeemakers.
Pwailctble at most grocers now!
.4Sa.v_e Qp.,tp 501:D on SANKA'' Brand Decaffeinated Coffee-. Clip on the dotted
line to save 50cD on an 8-oz. jar of insranTor freeze-drid—C, rgiy sizan of
ground, OR ct.tt on the solid line to save 251:E on a 4-oz. jar of instant or freeze-
dried. Either way, it's a great way to save on the coffee you can feel good
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KODAK TRIMLITE INSTAMATIC*111 Camera Outfit
T ry this budget-price beauty on lor size Easy to toe no selbngs to
make Camera body recessed tor your porsonatized monograms
°Wit complete with trim and ttipflaskr. ready to help yr.0 lake
;musty, fixtures...right nr . .
KODAK INSTAMATICol
Here's an updated version of one
01KodalCs most popular camecas:
--lhe'KODAK-INESTAMATiefik X- 15F
- Cabrera WiffillipITIRWIFTalte —̀
eight flash pictures.without.
batteries. Its as easy to use as
•dropping in a cartridge, aiming
and pushing a button And it
- comes in a complete outfit with


























Camera for normal or telephoto
shots with...the tick of a lever.
Plus the KODAK_E_KTRON_ ft*
8.-----Eleotfenic-4ispt_Gempiefe
fit incluoes tarn ano battertes
-KODAK TELE-INSTAMATIC''




• Two-speed mechanical shutter
• Sliding lens/viewfinder cover
• Accepts flipf lash


































Jovan Grass 011 for Men
Gilt Set (4 oz Allursliaire/CriloyiL-s




















9-9 DAILY 1-6 SUNDAY
PHONE 753-8304
PRICES GOOD THRU NOV. 19, 1977





• automatic stirring rod
stirs corn while it pops
tor bigger, fluffier,
great-tasting popcorn






_New electric fliZta -taker- turns-0W 1st*
fessional quality pizza with 70% less en-
ergy than is required in a conventional
gas or electric oven'-Homemade, frozen
or package mix . . . thick or thin crust,
the- Matta Pi-ix-aria produces appetizingly
flavorful results. Use it to heat TV din-
ners, French fries, breaded chicken.
Warm rolls, taco shells. With element re-
moved, pan cleans up fast_and easily.
Durable acrylic enamel exterior finish is
bonded to seem-heating- alumIncrin. Heat-
proof handles and legs. Detachable cord;
recipes and instructions included. 12"
diometer. 500 W, 120 V, AC only.
Number Color Size



















The Fresh Idpa Company
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• What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
n for your birth Sign, ;
ARIES
; Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Old routinsamayprovo-naore
effectual than certain new ones
which may be .suggested.
However, be an astute judge -
considering every factor, angle,
clue
-TAURUS
; Apr. 21 to May 21)
Start out on your own power,
build up momentum, and you
can make yourovezt "breakail-A--
new turn of events should not
deter ygu from following
through, on your, program -
dEMINE
r May 22 to June 21)
:You may receive helpful
!Sicking in a business venture
from persons you were not




(June 22 to July 23) 40.14-4?
Good aspects. Do not become
involved in the confusion
prevalent in certain areas.
Stride forward with a firm,
steady step toward sound ob-
*lives.
lEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) a
..,._Ayttit.,present tendencies to
*atter energies and to start too
many filings "at—one" time. —




"WPL(Aug. 24 to Sept. 7.3) - A
. Avoid emotionalism. You
May be Opposed, but you-have
been before and succeeded
where. you had to.,Seek wise
counsel when stymied.
UBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Neither renege on promises
nor, attempt too much. Both
extremes are likely now. -Accept
only - what- -better--senae--..
recognizes will suit the day and
good purpose. " • - -"-
SCORPIO- -
Oct 24 to Nov. 22) n1,4i-
Mars, favorable, suggests
that you put forth the very best
efforts -possible, bu6 , without ,
overtaxing yourself. Just that
one extra try may turn the tide
for you. - •
SAGITTARIUS '
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Because you did not sucreed
'beicke at what-you believed a
worthwhile endeavor does not
mean you will not now - IF it is
:still worthwhile.
CAPRICORN
,( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ili
. Matters may get off to a quick
start in the a.m. Look carefully'
over your system, methods; try
.harder for surer satisfaction.
The effort alone will reward.
AQUARIUS
:Wan. 21 to Feb: 19,)
Mixed planetary influences.
•Itight plans and moves at the
'right times and places will keep
:you in the lead for gains, with
,,ease of effort.
PISCES )(
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Good Neptune influences
,favor normal routing, as well as
the launching of new en-
terprises. Deliberate, then act.
Try-. master stoke. -
YOU BORN TODAY are
surely among the do-ers, not
just the dreamers. But you have
your moments of dreaming, too.
--However, it isizr the-nature-of
the Scorpio-born to achieve,
keep reaching for new heights,
so your dreams often
materialize in unexpected
, fashion, and you can catch
others off guard with bright
-ideas and unusual_plaas. Elogl
music and the theater are ex-
cellent outlets for your emotions
• and talents, but you could also
succeed in the law, medicine or
'science, depending upon your
inclinations and education, of


























With 90.00 Or More Purchase








Del Monte Crushed, Sliced or Chunks
Ocean Spray Jellied or Whole
CRANBERRY SAUCE
roWELS












10 Oz. Pkg. 2 For- 69c









Texas Natural Vitamin C
ORANGES
M
Washington State Yellow Del. 100 + 125 Size
APPLES






















onaiEEMATE  1 6 itz-
Giant Sire
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SOUTHSIDE























13 Oz. Can 23
22 Oz. Can19
WILL BE CLOSED ALL
DAY THANKSGIVING
Ei. with purchase of any thre
e IRA 
Spices at Regular Price
RKtLOI
Center Cuts
PORK CHOPS Lb 1 38





















20 Oz. Pkg. 79c
200z. Pkg. 89
16 Oz. Pkg. 79C
16 Pkg. $299
Frozen







IGA Frozen 24 Ct. Pkg.
20 Oz. Size 49c
9 Oz. Ctn. 69c
DINNER ROLLS \, 59c
Treasure Isle 1110z. Pkg. •
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
- It takes all of Page 400 in the
• yellow page# of the Nashville
telephone book to list the
music publishers.
Two major Nashville streets
are Music Square East and
Music Square West.
Boots Randolph plays his.
saxophone every night at a
downtown night club bearing
his mine.
Nashville calls itself "Music-
City U.S.A." And without mu-
sic, Nashville would be
another Montgomery or
. • .
41 - New, at lint, 'lleitital Stance has threekeped a 'Set fet NANO W116111LOSS!-
„. *Mut Munger first*, tow. Safer then any MAN diet end peurids stop eiffl
• . • Alpha II UtTlA DIET n el SUPERIOR QUALITY, consistiag col Leslie sod Whey
.• Protein, together with All vitamins, minerols old fatty ands required lot





• Lose up to 15 lbs. a week
WITHOUT. PILLS, SHOTS,
MEDICAT1014 OR EXERCISES
AMINO KIDS, soy proteia dots not. It's prochcally tosteless mod mote easily. •
„s digested and essirrulated.
It this high quality protein that permits tepid, sof, weight leis Mk ft,
kiwi* Pm4 vidlialLaflax666 thamssdo 41 per betty.yam
 heart,,
kmr, k4neys. spleen-all vital elms Iran eihsch yew len moths ea ether
'educing diets, protein 'tett Held not West! The del a eitternely senple•ito.
ell in .thit roe oftel additional feed o,parmdted throughout the day. Seterse
weight loss is to repot pound for loss pound AMA It ULTU DIET is mere
econornacal Moe When. Money back gwormitee. •
THE RESULTS SHOW — ALL
YOU HAVE-TO LOSE IS FAT!
HEALTICSENUNARS
OPEN MUTING N0 C.NARGE
TOTAL IMKGE
"Where The Good Life Begins"
Route 9 BO', 23 • Benton. Kentucky 42025
1 -  -ItT4DA--dr fRED-SETTIALUNIX 
Itistributim,
Hours 9 to 5 5021527-9973
Charlotte or Little Rock. In
the word association test,
"Nashville" is followed
naturally by -muaig." .The
combination would make for a
suit-10 Pokiti on the TV show
"Password."
The aura is borne out by the
musical linescore: 1,007 mem-
becrof the Nashville Spot
writers Association. 2.500
members of the American
Federation of Music, Local
2577 an estimated 2,000 song
publishing companies and
more than 30 recording
studios.
The pulse of• the Nashville
-music inritiocy Sinnic. Row
— an explosion of guitars,
denim and dreams. It's
roughly a four-square bloc*
area near downtown that's
made millionaires of a few
and nobodies of many.
....The first time you .see it,
you're disappointed. There
are no skyscrapers, no in-
triguing architecture. It's
mostly Victorian houses that
have been renovated and
eyectivfhly ensconce. the
celebrities.
Some of the business prat.-
Uces by _the music industry
defy traditional concepts.
Many of the businesses have
no signs. It's nearly im-
possible to find an office open
before 9 -a.ni because most
songwriters and musicians do
not work (run 9 to 5. They
write when inspired whether
it's 2 p.m. or 2 a.m. It's not
unusual to find a musician or
songwriter who doesn't know
what day it is. Their lives are
-not dictated by decks and
calendars.
But you'll find a dedication
to profession matched by few
others. Find a couple of
musicians engaged imt iclle
chatter or relaxing over beers
and the topic usually Is aids' ic
— not football or television or
. . • -7:""
politics. And everybody in the
music business reads the
trade publications. There's at
least one in every office.
Big stars like-Loretta form
and Ernest Tubb are con-
stantly on the road doing
concerts — prisoners of their
shiny touring buses. They are
closely identified with Nash-
ville, -bat, - ironically, spend
less timein Ilansic.City than on
the interstate&
-Retording artists, unlike-
those hr most other
professions, must endure the
twisting tides of success. A
journeyman plumber doesn't
-have to worry about his skillt
deserting him. But a singer
must constantly make sure
that the records keep selling.
Jeannie C. Riley, for instance,
recorded the classic "Harper
Valley P.T.A" in 1968 but has
-had no record approaching ite
success since.
Bill Olstirnd,left,-Principal of Murray Middle School tortgratulates Joe Pat tames,
• rigbi, on being elected Presidentof the school's parent-teacher organization. Other of-
ficers of the P.T.O. are: vice-president, Linda Rogers;'Secretary and tie-a-surer, Judy Hina:
picture chairman, Mary Lou Bell; and teacher appreciation chairman, Delores Lawson.
The organization provides financial support for the. sixth,grade Land aetween the
-Takes frig-The Special Olympics contest the Math tournament and the MAAS. Wand- -






















































PRESTO' 1„ tit LISTED-
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• 8 CUP HANGERS • 1 PLASTIC- LADLE
E.4&-T-0- -/.,-.,
r
a Greql Ma.. tentakleme berme rawe Ome
II Roads deter. Weis. WI Were crineereen end ode-dree meek,












Pronto! B Land -
camera _
'






Poore. Ad Sx r9 •
Me Oneerfte•
The world's easiest camera
• Molorded and hole re.domee
• The leest expense:eerie 10 crelboesutISASX 70
WILMS thst Orre1op (n nurtures (VI before
yOur eyes
• Affe-ancl•encor cornenonce no tocteensd
• Outdoor p•Litolin (rare 4 to Infindy Seen










-..dr .•np•Cl peal. Labelet
- r ,PAC, prase0 sway
• rezifsw1)





wan *NM tintyl .
bete won biaCt land rol,te ,,,,10,
!OM Vin.WiloSI walnut wilM108
The IMInutoldektrar Lard. cabmen .
• Takes big 3's ,4¼' and eCOnornocal
37A • 31V SO ee(COnd supe•ccoor -
INGIUMS _
• Electronically cohtrolied shutter
• AutornirtrC exposure Control
4 ViEvettArAM (KW (4171 the chstAnCA7 .•
19• 88 .
camera.
• The least expensire way tooet beautiful
eteteklastesq 65-70 SeCtuAle
. • Lightweight compact non-tolding
• Pictures from 3 Id infinity Mash pictures
from 3 tot? I .
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BALSAM & MRITEIN INSTANT 
•
. - HAIR CONDITIONER
7 -nfo4L a,AA -•+ligi
. ExTRA Boo,
. * .. -w-  IV"'







Ws Unbelievable, But True!
°""From Buy '55" to '500
Worth of Merchandise at..
No Money Down
*No Interest
(For 12 Full Months)
No Carrying Charges
12 Months To Pay...
At No Interest





Just A Small Way To Say Thank You
For Your Business
collector and because of the or two new dishes for each
nature of her business, is dinner party. Guests are theu
always trying something new occasionally asked to corn-
from a new source. She likes merit as to how to improve it
to be able to point out or change it for variety. This
especially good recipes in is done usually among close
each book she sells. One of her friends who have been in the
newest favorites is "From kitchen during preparation.
Julia Child's Kitchen," which Each Thanksgiving since
she finds very adaptable to their ziarliage Ann and Jack
her We-style, have hosted the family dinner.
For dinner parties, which Usually they have a dozen or
both Ann and Jack, a stock more assorted relatives in
broker for I. M. Simon & attendance. Ann feels that
Company, plan, the menu Thanksgiving is one of the
usually revolves around easiest meals of the year,
chicken or fish. The recipe because all the good cooks in
included in today's column for the family contribute to the
Sole Almondine is a favorite, meal, making it very easy on
Because of the small size of the hostess. The menu itself is
their dining room they find traditional. Ann does soueeze
Ali •
ANN UDDBERG (left) discusses plans for die gourmet
cooking lessons to'be offered as a special segment of the
"focus" show on MSLI Channel 11 with Laura Case,
director of the program. tidtiberg stresses that— -
gourmet foods can be ItrePirtfi.b_Y _ . —
(Photo by Pat Slattery)
that three couples make an
ideal size for a dinner party.
However, they also enjoy
doing buffets or setting up
small tables in theliying room
for larger crowds. They do
11WW‘lisfthrliCsliwiet Kits
and mix people who might not
know each other.
KING RIPPER COLLINS
— _CRAZY LUNE QRAHAM _
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Ann Uddberg, TV Cook, Shares Recipes
MSU-TV has added a new
eekly segment to their
regular "Focus" program. It
a cooking show currently
aturing Ann Uddberg doing
fast French Cooking on
Tuesdays between 5:00-5:30.
...,The show exemplifies Ann's
style and approach to good
cooking. Because she spends
,her day at the Uddberg's
.store, The Panhandler, and
likes to entertain as well she
depends upon recipes that can
be partially prepared in ad-




"reduced and frozen ready to
:be used in sauces, soups, and
in cooking meats. The taste
:and texture of homemade
:stock cannot be duplicated
with bouillon cubes or canned
broth. It is a bit of a bother to
--make it, but Ann always
it in big batches so that
f:she only has to go through the
process a few times a year.
Tart-quiche dough is also kept
:jn her freezer for emergency
ise. Then with a few fresh
-Ingredients she can whip up
f:dinner in a hurry if necessary.
This confidence in the kit-
; chen, has evolved gradually
since her marriage. As a new
'.bride she had one stock
kcompany dinner menu, which
-was fine until it came time to
-entertain the same people for
'..the second time. Husband
--Jack, on the other hand, was
accomplished cook who
enjoyed dinner pacties and
expected his food well
prepared. Together they
developed--new merws and
sperimented oil good friends.
_ Afriends.
t, Ann was also motivated to
:spend a year learning the
:techniques of French cooking
- under the tutelage of Master
jehef John Snowden. And she
'tot accustomed to having
Ple.lirelffid_ her .while she
ed;--7- -.inaktng meal. -
reparation, a very social
occasion. Therefore. guests
,oftert And- tbren---Anu-zoPm-111-that the dullest
Ives in the kitchen dawns dinner party she ever at-
helping. tended was one where she and
The tv audience is just like Jack were the only non-
having friends in the kitchen, dentists present. Conversation
-and Ann is trying to make the was virtually all shop talk
ipoint with her show that there and this can happen with any
tme ne mysteries and nothing group be It predominately
;to be nervous about in farmers, bankers, or school
preparing , all kinds of dishes. teachers. Ann breaks all the
• 1- Ann is an avid cookbook "rifles and-fearlessly tries one -.1




cones—one for oranges and
grapefruit, one for lemons
and limes Fully automatic,
eass to clean
Dixieland Center, Murray
in a few surprises each year.
One year it was leaf mints in
fall colors at the end of the
meal, last year it was the
addition of both cranberry
- bread and sweet potato bread
to go with the Preeerthed to! "-
dough rolls.
A carry over from Arm's-
childhood, which she likes to-
continue doing each year, is to
have the youngest child
present make the placecards
for the dinner table. Con-
struction paper, appropriate
stickers, and colored pens are
provided. The results are
always festive, imaginative,
and conversation pieces the
tatests may take home.
MiNs Year Ann's family from
Iowa will join them as well as
various relatives in the
Murray area. The Uddberg's
have enjoyed Murray so much
in the short time they have
been residents they are
anxious to show off their new
hometown. Today Ann is
sharing some of her fast tv
recipes and wishes you all a
"Bon Appetite."
Filling
2 T. minced shallots or
scallions
6 T. whole unsalted butter,
softened
Ys c. ground almonds
salt, pepper, lemon juice
SaaeK
1/2 c. almond flakes, browned
lightly in even
1 T. minced shallots or
-Th ursday-Night-÷k;v:
8:00 p.m. _
- Western Kentucky &position Center
Murray, Ky.
*MAIN EVENT*
See Four of the nations




and Pistol Pez Whatley
*TAG MATCH*. 
Action Packed






One Other Big Match
To Be Annosemed
scallions
1-2 c. fish stock or bottled clan,
juice
2 T. unbleached, all-purpose
flour
11/2 T. soft butter
1/2 c. heavy cream
Fillet of Sole for-4 people ( 1-
2 large size per person or 2-3
snail ones) Sprigs of fresh
parsley for decoration.
Cool shallots in 2 'T. butter
hi-keg), until just soft. Beat in
the ground almonds and the 4
T. of butter. Season to taste
with salt, pepper, and lemon,
juice.
Soak frozen fillets briefly in
milk to freshen. Drain and
squeeze out as much moisture
as possible. Score the white
side of the fillets lightly to
prevent curling during
cooking. Veason each fillet
Lightly with salt . and pepper.
Spread 1-2 t. sauce. fold each
fillet once from end to end and
arrange in a buttered baking
dish so that they slightly
overlap. Sprinkle with shallots
and a dusting of salt and
pepper. Pour wine around the
fish and enough juice or stock
to almost cover the fish. Top
with heavily butter wax
paper.
This is a convenient place to
stop, and keep fish in
refrigerator until needed.
To eook: bring„ stock and
wine to a simmer on top of the
stove. Immediatly place
baking 'dish in 350-deg. oven
and bake for 8-10 minutes.
Drain the cooking liquid into a
saucepan and rapidly reduce
to 42 c. Drain fish again
pouring juices into reduced
stock Blend flour and butter-
together into a beurre manic
-ia a -small dish. Remove liquid
from heat and with a wisk add
the beuree manie a bit at a
time. Whe blended bring to a
boil- stirring constantly. Thin
out with spoonfuls of cream.
The sauce should be just thick
enough to coat a spoon. Season
earefully-with arid pepper
- and lemon. Add -almond
-flakes, and-remaining almond
butter. Spoon sauce over fish.
Decorate with sprigs of
parsley and serve at once. A
lovely light supper, luncheon




1-11/2 c. thinly sliced onions
pinch of sugar
2 T. clarified butter
I clove garlic, finely minced
1/2 T. unbleached flour
1 oz. cognac or brandy
11/2 c. beef stock
11/2 c. chicken stock
1-3rd. c. dry vermouth or
white wine
salt, black pepper, nutmeg,
and Worchestershire Sauce
4 slices French bread or rusks
Grated Gruyere (Swiss may
be substituted) and Par-
maesan cheese, natural NOT
processed.
Slowly brown the onions in --
butter. Add sugar and garlic.
Sprinkle with flour and cook at
least 3 minutes. Raise the heat
tind add the cognac. Ignite and
let burn down. Add the stocks.
Cover and bring soup to a boil.
Let simmer 20 minutes.
Cool and refrigerate over
night to mellow flavor. Reheat
and kseason to taste. Add the
wtne or vermouth; --;and -
Gruyere cheese. Butter both
sides of the bread rounds. Dip
Into the Parmesan cheese.
Place on cookie sheet under
the broiler for a few minutes'
Until golden brown on
sides. Place one round in each
bowl. Ladle on the hot soup
Place under the broiler
momentarily ,until cheese is
bubbly.
Sprinkle top. with chopped
parsley. Serve at once.
(It is not necessary to clear
stock for onion soup)
Serves nicely for supper
with a salad and fresh bread.
It may be used for the soup
course in a formal dinner, but
traditionally this is not done
It is a bit hardy to be merely
one of several courses.
the flour in a circular motion
with your hand, mixing from
all sides. Knead the paste antr-
roll it into a ball.
Refrigerate untilreadk M-
use Should be wrapped in
plastic, ngt aluminum foil.
The dough may be kept in
refrigerator up to a week, well




(For liquid quiches, (t.e.
cheese) bacon, onion, -
mushroom, or ham) -
Approximately 14-0.- 7195avy
cream
(For solid or pureed fillings, Ic








Roll out pastry dough and
piece in appropriate pait-Rtdr
the bottom with softened
butter or egg whites to seal.
This prevents the crust from
becomming soggy when
served. Mix eggs,-cream, and
seasonings well.' Place the
grated cheese (never more
than 14 lb. per quiche), onion,
spinach or whatever in the
shell_ Add the cream mixture.
Be careful not to "top" the
crust It is always better to
have too little liquid than too
much. If more liquid is
needed, add a bit more cream
directly to the quiche. Dice the
.1.14T. butter over the top of the
quiche.
- Bake in-preheated 425-deg.
oven for 15 minutes, the
"QUICHE"
Pate A Foncer Fine
The Crust





Spread the flour in a ring on
the table. Put the butter, egg,
water, sugar and salt ifFthe
center of the ring. Mix just the
Ingredients in.the center with
your hand. When 'compjetely
Tont- _,_ begin Moot-P(404.
reduce the temperature to 300-
deg. for about 40 minutes.
The quiche filling will swell
as it cooks and then receed. It
-is done Whirl -tie cake tester
comes out clean. Do not
overcook as it then becomes
tough.
• Serve Quiche as a first
'course, or tis especially_nice
as a luncheon dish. For
cocktails cut into smill bite
size pieces that are- ermi to
nibble. Completed quiche may
be-frozen. Do not thaw, but
place directly in 425-deg. oven








3 oz. whole unsalted butter
1 az. Madeira, Brandy,
Cognac, or sherry,
salt, 'fifiper: nutineg, cloves
clarified butter
1
Slide chicken livers into
gently boiling salted water
and simmer until done. Drain
and set aside. Chop onion and
celery coursely and saute in
clarified butter, until barely
soft. Alternately put livers,
vegetables, and egg throught
the fine blade of a meat
grinder: To the ground mix-
ture add softened butter, the
liqueur, and season to taste
with salt, pepper, ground
cloves and nutmeg.
Serve chilled with freshly
baked French bread or un-
salted crackers. Traditionally
French pickles are served as
Color portable with reliable Solid
State chassis. In-line picture tube, Automatic
Channel Tuning, aipole antenna. Rich walnut-
finish cabinet. et as;
an accompaniment and are a
nice touch of color and
crispness. -
Pate' may be served as an'
appetizer, first course at a
forrruii dinner, or a light
snack.
Use clarified butter to seal
top of pate' if not used at once.
It will keep this way up to 1
week under good
refrigeration.
Specializing in all types of Atate Body Repair on











AM 'FM..FM Stereo and 8-track tope player
Iks/iitVirtY6-irttla.Mediteirrarsean cabinet m p•can finish, .
Full-size record changer. Diamond needle and 2 8 rn duocone speakers
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY
NO EXTRA CHARGE
—
UV% Solid State. 25-inct-critiorior
Touch color control, illuminated channel selector...In-line 
matrix
picture tube. Mediterranean style ccibinet mounted on casters. 
Early Amer-
ican style available. P'"i




- COMPONENT SYSTEM WITH l 
_
II-TRACK PLAY AND RECORDING I 
AM FM FM stereo with 8-track player Slide
controls, 5 position function switch. Slide t,
Reg. 129.95 918 • ,ng, dial light, headphone lock on6 2 15 
inch
speaker enclosures.
Woke to-mu'air or alarm Automatic on off leaf
chart clock, Slide raclio.tunusg, a. s
Toke your favorite AM station
with you. Rocket size with handy
carryong strap. '
PRICES GOOD AT OVER ASO STORES THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTH AP O SOUTHWEST
Bel-Air Center
9-8 Mon.-Thurs. 1.53.30 sec
9-9 fri. II Si'.
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WHERE IS Paradise?. Is
Jesus Christ in
-Pas adise,itTlet;"-Where
is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to these and
any other questions that
might arise check the
pages of the only in-
struction book inspired
--.12.0.(td_for the 44e, 0104
people, The Holy _Bible.
For assistance -cal1.753-
:'COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
5. Lost And Found
LOST MALE-part
poodle, part sheeixiog.









See Roy Harmon, next
to drive In Theatre
entrance.
-PERSONS I N -
-TERESWED-in
3rd income capable of
earning 300.00-500.00 per
month. Possibly from
• home. Call for ap-
pointment only, 759-1370.
COOKS, _fountain,- car
hops. Apply In person




or 753-8439 nights. Ask
for Stanley Scott.
1.11 -talk 11E1' 31E
10 Business Opportunity
VENDING ROUTES -
Own and operate your





Plan I $900.00, Plan II
$3,758.84, Plan III
.$7,055.60„ Plan . _
$10,271.40. For ad-
ditional info call Toll
Free 1-800-237-2806, Sun.






Hospital Con f int m en t
surgical, X-ray rind cobalt,
other extended benefits. NO
AGE LIMIT. Pays. in addition to
80 other insurance. For for.
$her information fee Worm
Wilson it 202 South 4th or
cildi 7534283.
14. Want To Buy
MOTOR FOR '73 Vega.
Must be in good con-
dition. Call 436-2289 after
SUN- -DEMOCRAT --is- - ---- -
looking for carrier in




HORNBUCKLE Barber interested contact
be. 643_501411_4111-Stiots, - strives are- -
haircuts 209 Waldrop STANDING TIMBER byment. 443-1771. 600.00 sign for only
the acre or footage. Call 150.00.
498787.57.
WE BUY used trailers.











beds or campers. Buy




West Ky. Mattress end
Furniture 1136 South




sizes, all densities. Cut
to yOur specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1303 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
'su-r, alm-rom THitsk OF THE
I4SUATIO4.•11










Reminds you it is Fall
All V-8's , All V-6's
12850 net
WILL .0E- BUYING fur
Monda-y thiukh 
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on TOrn Taylor.'
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
$100.00 REWARD for
information leading to
the arrest and con-
viction of person
responsible for the theft
of a large antique oak
icebox stolen from the
New Concord area of
Kentucky Lake during













Cenral Center • 153-$665
_ FOR WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 7534128.
2 0 0 WEEKLY
POSSIBI:g stuffing
envntupeS. Send a self- BLACK NAUGAHYDE
addressed. stamped SO AIRE Tiffany- queen size hide away
envelope to Fischer setting, it carat bed. Excellent con-
Enterprises._  Has_127-,_ diamond ring. White dition. Call 753-1437.
Eureka, South Dakot,a --
57437.
GOOD USED MOBILE
., homes. Call 1-527-8322.
DOUBLE FACE electric
outdoor advertising
sign, 4'x6'. Can mount to
face of building or on
pole. All complete to









,from -5,000 to 500,000.-7
New business start up.
Call 502:8115-,1795 bet-




JetinShop- of -yotw own. ,





training. all anytirrie- -
for Mr. Waters at (501)
568-5125.





. 200 TO '300
PEP WEEK
We will attempt- to
teach you to earn
$50.00 per day within
30 days, must have car
Br be willing to travel









8 a.m. to 9 a.m.
' or
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. -














like hawing a party line
to our entire tirculotionl




15. Articles For Sale
150-1166.
55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids.-Ky.
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
USED EIGHT FT. sliding
glass door with frame:
Will sell • worth__ _the
money. Make an offer.
Call Hardiraan Nix, 753-
2617 or 753-3395, ..„
OAK AND HICKORY
Firewood for see; $15




washer, 75.00. Call 492-
-8360. -
WESTERN FLYER
men's 26" 10 speed. In
good condition. Call 753-
4725.






fireplace for sale. Like
new. Call 753-6259 after 4
p. m.
LADIES' DRESSES size
7. Will sell cheap. Call
474-2381.
NO REGRET, THE best









10.00 per Month WA
For information call 753-
0597.
ONE G.E. upright freezer
With lock on door. For




velvet gold chair. 75.00.
Schwinn hiryelsba Table


















Electro Flex 80 HMS
about 20 albums. _15
singles, Will sell cheap.
Must sell. Can be seen at
Fox Meadows Trailer 8-
A21.
ZENITH T.V. SALE.
Trade now and save. All
-4-6-114 _"--t-olbr----rv.-u 'Wightyeen la mei sae oey 0.0.6 ""11 
between now andis Inland
100 South 13th St. Christmas get- free 1PhOrte75349i4
year service. Sissons
_Zenith Sales and Sec‘
vice, 18 miles West of
Murray on Highway 94.
Open 7:30-5:30, 382-2174.






DINETTE SET, table, 6-




TWO PIECE living room










16th. Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery. -
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and'
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
AUCTION
Friday, November 18, 1 p.m.
- Selling-387 acre river- bottorn-farm, 7
miles East_ of Smithland, Ky. The farm
contains about 225 acres of flat fertile
land,--suitable for cOntinuolis row crop--
- ping. Improvements include modern
home, grain '5ins, barns, trench silo,
_good fences Also _springs+ wells and
ponds plus one mile-of River frontage.
Call Auctioneer for. _maps and
brochures, W. C. Thomason owner.
Auction by
Kurt i Auction -
and Realty -
Marion, Ky. 1-965-2220
2; Mutme home Sales
8 z 38 TWO BED
trailer, nice. All electric
carpet, furnished, n-
ewt back bedroom.
Private lot rest, 17.00
month. 1200.00. Call
after 6 p. 753-5948.
12 z GO 3 BEDROOM




by Skyline: 12 it 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath. Just




gas heat and central air
conditioning. Ready to
move in at Riviera Cts.
Couple is moving out of
town must sell. For
information call 752-5329
-after 5 p.m.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
badroom, 2 baths,





29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




Coach --Estates. - -South-




Trailer Court. Call 489-
2533.
12 x 55 MOBILE HOME,
all electric, 2 bedroom,
- water furnished. 10
miles East of Murray, 1
mile off Highway 94.
75.00 month. Call 474-
2318.
TRAILER AND .BIG lot
-near school. Central -air .
-and -120-;130 per
month, and deposit. Call
- .436,16511.
20 Sports Equipment
PONTOON BOAT, 8 x 10
with 10 h. p. motor. Has
reverse, good condition.
200.00. Call 436-2161.
POOL TABLE -4 x 8 with





Laborers needed for public service employment
jobs. If you have been unemployed 15 out of the
past 20 weeks and your income has been low, you
could qualify for one of these jobs. Income is
based on your family size. If you are receiving
any type . of public assistance, you are
automatically eligible. Applications are being
taken now for jobs that should be available in the
very near future. Please contact your nearest




We ore nianofecterers of chemical specialities tor the industrial.
Inst0911•011 end conmertlakenarkers.
If yeti ere e hard wittier with • strong desire to succeed, Isles
etp•rience optional) we alP liven our Nose and money to help
yea become successful
$200 te $350 vreekty draw end incentives against liberal row-
ankpoisalk Upon,* allowance tirliiie training-. Iscrillinne frays .
benefits.
Send Resume-to: DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL
P.O. BOX 36310. Memptus, Tea/0. 311130
at phorwAlln-2111-5150
Ar Oppnrtrity EMAyer
YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT
3 bedroom brick home on large lot. Family room,
Living room, Kitchen, Bath, and Utility room -
-Outside storage in -Carport.- Sale includes
Washer, Dryer, Stove, Refrigerator PLUS ALL
- furnishings except personal items. Can-be
bought unfurnished. To see this home at 1503
Clayshire Call or Come by
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uade left's Shopping Canter
759-1707 or 759-1716
Help,rig peoples Our. bus,ress
FINE COUNTRY LIVING
Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
the lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf
coirse. Three bedroom brick home with many
extras including fireplace: full basement which
is ideal for workshop or recreation room, at-
tached garage and breezeway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in the low 30's. Additional





Ges,zi• Grillapintr 753.111199 Geri Asuliarsoo 753-7932
"0"r Patterson 19241302 ' NI Kopper*/ 753-1232
OM Ilaybarn 753,1074





32. Rpetnients rCri Rent
NICE FURNISHED
APARTMENT.
Available for 1 person.
Inquire 100 South 13th.
NEWLY DECORATED.
apartments for girls.
60.00 per month. Call
34. Houses For Rent
1707 OLIVE-3 _bedroom,
2 bath house. Couplet's
only. No pets. $200
month. Call 753-3203 ask
for Ron.
36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850







BIRD DOG PUPS. Will
make good hunting dog












sofa and chair. Hide-a-
bed, odd chairs, chif-
ferobe. Call 753-9218.
Friday and Saturday, 8-





Highway 94 East, 1 mile





Buy this and be your





SITY The price is
JItilt POO scr
location, close to the
university •on - quiet
residential street. Four
bedrooms and 2 baths
with lots of living area.
Fenced backyard and
living. room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
offiee at 711 Main Street.
INVESTMENT OP-
PORTUNITY Brick
duplex with each unit
having 2 bedrooms
located -only 4 miles
from Murray. This
property offers a good
return on investment
luta owner would con-
dei Ittfeed














us, Your Property With Us
5115 IAN' St. 75341111
I
INVESTMENT
pHorEATT - 407 So.
10th. 2 bedroom frame.
Rents for 125.00 riponth.
Price 11,700.0Q. Deal let
this one get away.
Wilson, Ina. & Real ,
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
527-1468 oA 753.9625
JUST LLSTED - Com-
mercial iota, Ideally. -
located for any type
business you might have- -
in mind. B2 Zoning. . .
Call - Loretta Jobs







ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN MURRAY
you will notice the superb craftsmanship andtop
quality materials from the wooden pegged floor
. of. the. foyer under a, magnificieRtgliapdelLer _to_
the _oversized hallways And doorways to the
mammoth sized .3 bedrooms. Living room,
seperate .dining rocau with hand crafted and
' Finished dividers, Firmly room with fireplace,
two baths, 2 car garage, intercom!' utility room,
kitchen which includes range, microwave oven,
and custom cabinets are a few of the features too
._.numermis,to.mention:Located in GatesbnrOugh
- Shown byappointment ONLY: '
The Nelson Shroat Co., REAIT
Uncle Jeff's Stopping Center ,
759-1707 or 759-1716
He/pirig people ,s our bus, oess
WANTED! $2,000 Reward!
House reduced $Z000 and wants haver. 3 bedroom
frame located near shopping center an schools. Call





Loretta lobs - 753-6079 Brenda Jones - 753-8668
Helen slaw _ 753-5579 Glenda Smith - 751-1499
81111Payne- 753-9794 ---Tudy Johnston -437:4446
INFLATION? NOT HERE
For a lot of house for your money, see this char-
ming livable family-size home. Located on a cor-
ner lot, this 4 bedroom, 1/2 bath home has large
living room, dining room,.family room, and ex-
cellent outside storage. For a good home - priced
right - see this outstanding offer- -Immediate
possession.
105 N. 1216 Striper
153-8080
-THE PROFTSVONAt C5YPICE WiTH THE FR/ENDLY TOUCH
BOI12-4, 16
Wrier, Inds 7534134
119.49111111or 753-7319 Asian IltnnEr 733.104
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IN HAZEL - doublewide
• mobile home on 44 acre
lot. 3 bedroom, 1'1 bath
with central heat. Beat
the high cost of living
'while enjoying over 900
sq. ft. of living area. Call




5,000.00 on this quality 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot.
Located only -5 miles
northwest of Murray,
this home has central
heat and air, central
_)/11CUU111 system,,,_ in-
tercom, large family
room with fireplace and
much more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or visit our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
• We are working full time







711 Main 753 1222
GOOD TASTE - GOOD
BUY - Very neat and





in living room, fenced
backyard,. newly-




in the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
Pardom & Tbruman






77 acre farm, 45 acres in




chen and bath, electric
heat. Good stock barn.
An excellent buy at
$58,500. Call or come by
105 N. 12th., Boyd






NO PARTY TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL
We cater to your needs
Make your reservations now for
_YOUR CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES
  &-PfierkiiTIVIat - -
'Dancing •AccomuctritiOns -
KPLBAR RESORT
US 6#1. eilberts' Ky.
PHONE CAROL DUCKETT
.502) 362-8321
Bill Rayburn, 33, of
Murray, has joined the
staff at Kopperud Realty as






our firm," Kopperud said.
"We feel he will be a very
valuable asset to our of-
Rayburn, son of Mrs.
Jo Nell Rayburn, is a 1961
graduate of Murray
College High and a 1966
Graduate of Murray State
•University where he
teceived a B. S. Degree in
:Business Administration.
,Following graduation, Bill
was employed for 11 years
with PPG Industries, Inc.
as a Sales Representative
and Branch Manager in
locations throughout the
south. His assignment




He is married to the
former Jan Waldrop,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Waldrop of Murray.
The Rayburn's have two
children, Jennifer, age 7,




the Kentucky Real Estate
Commission. Kopperud
Realty is located at 711
Main Street.
.1311. 1E11  1E
ONT ots
Rotunda, Fla. Paved
street, water and sewer.
Sell or trade. Call 753-
4124 8-5, 753-0790
evenin•
1967 PLYMOUTH, 4 door,
318, automatic, TOPPER FOR Datsun
dependable transpor- truck, 50.00. Call 489-
tation. Looks good. 20. 
JamesHarmon, Taylor - 
WHITE' CAMPER SALES
authorized dealer for
BY OWNER-2 bedroom SUPER BEETLE 1973, both Starcraft and Fan.
remodeled house on 1 good condition. 1500.00. Travel trailers and pop
acre.r_ilas nice -rich-- 753-1111114atter4wa„. up. Take advantage of
garden place. Com-e-*
at Joe Hortin, Route 3,
Box 119, off of Highway




fall prices on new 78
19711 GRAM PRIX, _10It_ -models and be ready for
mileage, one owner. Tilt spring. Bank financing
wheel, landau top, ex- available. Located 4
cellent buy. Call 753- miles East of Murray on
4331. Highway 94. C4i11.. 753-
THREE BEDROOM  0605.
brick home with living 1968 FORD GALAilE, - 
!WM, kitchen, dining - t ornsilie.„ for,ds_ CON-.
room, 2 baths, large steering, 302 V:41 motor. TADTED air, awning,
double car garage at 400 Good gas mileage.  japed, ghe new. can
South 11th. On large Ashley wood stove 753_73yj4.
corner lot. Carpeted and without jacket. Call 436 -
drapes. Call 753-3527. 2204. 
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL- 
von. sAI RV uN FORD GALAXIE, 4 TRAILERS - complete
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
- and top soil. -Call • Joe k
Beard, 436-2396..
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating ant -
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
LICENSED _ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef- INSULATION SAVESficient service. NO job $0. Attics and walls
too =AIL Can- Ero. -blown. Free estimates.White, 753-0605. 
OWIIER--3 bedroom 11:8 -sates anct- -service  
call 7.5&33l&...7.5&33l&...
house CaNear university. ll 753-9819 after 6 p.m.- department at 1-24 and GENERAL HOME. priced in 20,s. calizo, Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call remodeling, framing,
8726 after 5 p.m. THE WEE"-1546111. 52245°7' -siding and
_  1963 Ford Fairlane, 51. Services Offered gutters. Call 1-354-8951
250'00' 
1963 Emil- or 1-362-4895.LARGE FOUR pickup, 400.00. Call 753- ELECTRICAL WIRING - BEDROOM house in 0170 home or industrial. Call
Wo_Wkcosidller 
.
Canterbury. Upper 60's.  Charl es Cooer sma ksey after fi---6LASSIC 1965 Ford pm. .436-58% house or other property 
Mustang. Good con-in trade. Call 753-3672.
diaon. Not cheap. Call
ENERGY CON- 753-9700.
SERVATION home
nearing completion. 1976 CHEVELLE
Located ow Quall-Crieli Silverado, PkittiltArnek-f--- --
Drive in Gitesborough. -Wow Milee ataa
Three bedrooms, 2 Call 354-8266'
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots a closet space
including • walk-in. 2700
*.sq. ft. Call 7133-9208 after
6 p.m.
360 HONDA with fairing,
saddle bags, safety bar
and luggage rack. Low
mileage. -Call 753-2226.
1965 DODGE Dart, slant
six straight shift, gpod
mechanical condition.
200.00. Call 43.5-1.371 after 1975 PLYMOUTH, good
5 p. m. vsAJdltkm, inanj Mtge,
air, new power brakes,
1970 DoDGE,2, tan truck._ 100 volt alternator,
- Can 753.2446. atter- 5 v.- • selling ;below wholesale
m. price. 1050.00. Call 757-
 -- 2289.
1979 LTD, Chester Stone,










truck, has brand new
tires. 1972 Honda 350.
Roth in good condition.
Call 4354489.
1970 AMC HORNET.
door sedan. Six cylinder,
automatic, power -- 'Call 479:81141:
steering, itir
New 'tires, good con-
diton. 750.00. Call 753-
9189_ or .751944 after 5. Carrier
1972 PONTIAC, extra
sharp. Excellent con- .
-Men. 1095.00.- 1970
Cheer-Wet PiettlIF.*C -
cylinder short wide bed,
795.00. Call 489-2595.
1176 TOYOTA Celica
Hatchback, 5 speed, 1972 GRAND TORINO,
Am-FM, air, only-Am* air,-steering and brakes,
miles. 4500.00. Call 759- bps new tires. Runs
0948 after 5 p. in. good, 900.00 gr. best
offer. Call 1445-2295.
1072GRAND-PRIX, fully 
1976 GRAND PRIX, low*equipped. Call 753-0838. 
. mileage, one owner. Tilt
MUST SELL 1969 Wheel, landau ,top,
_mutating, ___4_____apeedl excellent buy. Call 753-
headers, good gas 4331. 
mileage. $475 or best MS FORD ECONOLINE
offer. Call 753-0085. super van, $750. Call
753-0521, after 6, 436-
- -
1957 FORD 2 door. Nice




. power steering and
brakes. 350.00. Call 753-
9707 after 5 p. m.
1972. PLYMOUTH Custom
Suburban Station
Wagon. Good condition 1967 CADILLAC De Ville.
-of-404m- An Timtei-; gond-shape:-
950MA Phone -62354 ii7wial7i......13_3557
WALLIS DRUGI 
'PRESCRIPTIONS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*Et AOiNC BRANDS Of COSMETICS
'HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
406 Sunbury Circle





In Shop Spraying at Yard Furniture %news
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too larje or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured
OttatiTY.SERVICI,
Comnimy Inc: Alt con-












has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30






by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor









DRIVEWAY gravel or YOUNGBLOOD'S
AjeorativeTock-,or stock- RWITING" emlimercialpile lime. Call 753-6763 . and residential. General
FUlteilTU(son, 753-4545: - carpentry. years
experience. Call 759-1524
DO YOU needstumps - ár'5-pm 
'removed from your yard 
or land cleared . --±1_±.:thicts- - lust* selim
stumps? We can remove now. Call Doug Taylor
stumps up to 24"
only sawdust and chips. needs.




Call for free estimate, 
Steve Shaw. 753-9490 or HAVING TROUBLE
Bobip -- Setting thole small - 42001. --Phone day - orELEaRtc.  plumbing jobs done? night 442,4026.WIRING lben.c.a11,7534614,___ 
-home aw4-hid-ti2Triatiatr _ A 11.- RXRT.R-G-•conditioning, an-ti _ septic Fiels-Ohibte rates. Call
'rigeration. heat*  ,and backhoe --work___1874.791.
rieeds7ALso sty& twig 
cleaning-. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or









8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4:10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,





Notw at er Neaters
Flav-O-Rich, Inc.
Employment Opportunities.
For full-time positions with the Southeast's
leading dairy. SkilledzSemi-skilled and unskilled
opportunities. For appointment and interview
call_
753-5986 - Room 100.
On Thursday WC- 17;-1977--
For interview appointment on Friday,
November 18, 1977.
Good Pay end Benefits foi those,who qualify
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Buy From $5500 to s5004x wor-
th of merchandise at...
*No Money Down
*No Interest (For 12 Full Months)
'No Carrying Charges
• 17 Months To Pay (At No Interest)
Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. Only
.Nov. 17-18-19
Just A Small Way To Say
Thank You For Your Business
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. From 7 till






struction Co., Route 2,





FOR BACKHOE and .
bulldozing needs Ca ADUL1' --1111311ALE
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.,1111.11. _Border Corn*.





GET YOUR TREES 2591.
' 
trimmed before spring •
limbs over houses and 
•...,
:''•
cost expense and repair. In, bath 0.1:1114118,_. "Ilt - -
buiiiiinga, rubs _root and BEAUTIFUL MALE T:
474-V44 ,day or
Call for free ewimeteu "Me m COOnu7 ug:
1411L-- -: --plenCedeOple. in eYardspe'eLinikiall-7- -..
children. Call after ll,
753-6577.




/lhiorod, rot* to is.. Or boy • 1141•111 mai sac C.440411111Kaill
ready l•Horiobto SIR .pt. 24.60 stemearil, be will pr•4111414116
Sh•p 11141 mei this coos to Quill= le* and bey the bee
ler less. 
• 11MT MIOTAILI Miltill1t4 733
Reduced to 610,000.00 is this four room cottage at
the-rhoUth of Blood River. -Price includel1fl
basic furniture. Fireplace, enclosed garage,
screened porch, beautifill view.
Sweet' and low is the five room house on Dr, _
DouglaS Roe& Rouse and approxiMately -
acres can be bought for $16,500100 OR if you want'
more land, for only $4,000.00/Fnore you can buy
an additional five to six acres.
-Idas Kniglyi 753-411111 Anna 1144earti 753-2471
law knight 153-41111 Lola Root 753-41111111
Patsy Pain 753-5271 PIA Armstrong 431-2174
Ray Roberts 431-5450
412 South 12th St.
It's time to think
about remodeling!
And your kitchen should be your best friend.
Just think how helpful it would be to have




RON ROB4NSON, MGR -
JUANITA McCiERREN, SEC.
41 I 1..hialrt 242-1 V26
.•Hciurti. 0 A.M.-14440a, 1 P.M.-5 P.M.
Saturday. 9 A.M.-1 P.M.
•













Ham Butt Portion L1.$1
BY ENE PIECE
19









Cooked Shrimp '°;I$1 69
119
FAMILY PM




Boston Roll Roast $ 1 2 8
fvumccosT.curnCOUPON]IIIII III.e,o t
„A" this coup. Ex*" Noe 24*
WE HAVE WHAT WI ADV1EITISE IF AT ALI POSSIIKZ: If due.;
conditions beyond our control we run out of an advertised
special, we substitute a comparable brand at a similar
savings or pee pa so loin Chedr for the advertised special
at the special price anytime within 30 days. WE GUALUITEE
WHAT WE SILL It you or. ever dissatisfied with a Kroger
prothose. we **replace your item or refurW your swot,





















Red Grapes Li 594
FRESN FLORIDA
F11"Juice Oranges 1 IN: $1
NORTFIVIEST FANCY
Anjou Pears L. 394
EASTERN 00(0 011W
Delicious Apples 4 LlMG 996
SELECT MEDIUM
Yellow Onions 5 LAse $1
CAUFODINA FANCY
FIRM FLORIDA
Avocados 2 sl $1
FANCY MU SIPPERS OR
Cucumbers 4 $1
RED LEAF LETTUCE ROSTON liTTIKI CM







• •"1,1•-• •tr*- r-e- -"re • •
Prices effectove thru Noy. 24th
Wont ity rot relaryed Copy roght 1977
The Kreger CO, -
I. At"
"41/4 U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'





Krusmr;Rolls  KM. Cracker Barrel Cheese PM. El
. 2 „„z. $ 1 CRAFT MAW OR EXTRA SWAMP is oz.$1 39
(*) 
, n
Crescent Rolls 3 ki.t. $1
RIM MUM
Kroger Topping 7 oz. 59'
ASOVID SIM10010
909[COSt once couroenlint







TOW 11111101ASE w":= "Grethen" Patten Steeefeere
umE BE911.10A1 90E9 r . t_v1fER
oo avon aka
sacevi 
79c °' h aF•Ey '9 99 with coupon =
Expires Nov 240
 ammammarme














































































SUGARv*##• * *.***."*#• •
.th this coupon ond '10 oo purchase eycluding items prohibited by = wilawthaltSincoupon.catisaa:dt$01,61,0.00costpurdeeseof couponexclucingmarchonsniterle  PruhaUTINE. 
Subject to
and ,n ocklifion to the Cost of coupon merchandise' Subled to
-tppIriibetrrer rim, one Expires Nov. 74th aallp mon -ayalkable tem. Limit ene., Expires Nov. 24th. IZIII s10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO BOTH COUPONS111111 -
IUMBOUR
Potted Meat. f,r-Ifilr9 VIF •-• •-••  
p, r,
Orange Plus 2,11 794
SABA LK


























nor. c.. PUG. • ime RAG••• 5513-$565-- wie•e• IAA ui OIL
= with this coupon Limit one yw is= with this coupon Unlit one = with this coupon. Sites one. Z.— = with this coupon. limit one =







1,1111111 ISLAND OR COLESLAW
EX:I Kraft Dressing..... ......... 2 $1
de 35 OZ. $ l 09soxCasca 
REYNOLDS
WRAP


























6 32 or $1 89Bottles Plus Deposit
EXCEPT FRIA MIDNIGHTWE ARE OPIEINI 24 HOURS A DAY swzNYIT 
IS CONVENIENT 100 
yINZA
•••• •
•
•
•
A...1-
